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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
Behavioral and Physiological Ecology of Scorpion Venom Expenditure: 
Stinging, Spraying, and Regeneration 
by 
Zia Nisani 
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Biology 
Loma Linda University, June 2008 
Dr. William K. Hayes, Chairperson 
In this dissertation, I reviewed the functional aspects of venom from a behavioral 
perspective to develop a comprehensive understanding of the behavioral ecology of 
venom. To explore the behavioral and physiological ecology of venom expenditure by 
scorpions, I conducted four studies of the medically significant Buthid scorpion 
Parabuthus transvaalicus. The first two experiments revealed that scorpions regulate 
their venom expenditure during defensive stinging and squirting in the most complex 
manner yet described for any venomous organism. When stinging, these scorpions can 
choose between delivering a dry or wet sting. Should they deliver a wet sting, they meter 
the volume of venom injected, delivering more during high-threat than low-threat 
conditions. By metering volume, they also vary the composition of the venom, injecting 
either clear (potassium-rich) "prevenom" or milky (protein-rich) "venom." The milky 
venom is ejected only after the limited quantity of prevenom has been exhausted, usually 
after one or several low-volume stings. These scorpions also possess the capacity to 
squirt venom when grasped by the tail. Experimental evaluation of the stimuli eliciting 
squirts and videotape analysis of the squirt trajectory suggests that squirting serves an 
antipredatory function. In contrast to stinging, scorpions always eject milky venom when 
xiv 
squirting. Collectively, these studies support the venom-metering hypothesis, which 
proposes that animals make cognitive decisions about their venom use. Two additional 
studies confirm the high metabolic cost of venom replacement. When scorpion venom 
glands were emptied, there was a significant increase in oxygen consumption during the 
subsequent 72 h, suggesting that venom resynthesis is an expensive metabolic 
investment. However, the regenerated venom had considerably lower protein 
concentration than the initial venom. A longer-term (192 h) study of venom 
replenishment in milked scorpions provided further insight. Lethality tests in crickets 
indicated that killing effectiveness of the replenished venom had returned by day 4. 
However, the gradual accumulation of major peptides in the reconstituted venom, 
detected by MALDI-TOF, and irregular spikes in oxygen consumption suggested that 
regeneration of different venom components was asynchronous during the 8-day period. 
These studies support the view that venom is a limited commodity and, therefore, should 
be used judiciously by scorpions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO VENOM EXPENDITURE BY SCORPIONS 
Scorpions are Chelicerate arthropods that belong to the class Arachnida. 
Authorities recognize 16 living families, 155 genera, and 1259 described species of 
scorpions (Fet et. al., 2000). Scorpions occur in many habitats throughout much of the 
world's tropics and temperate regions. In desert communities, where they are often most 
diverse, they frequently exist at very high densities, where they are not only predators of 
a wide variety of smaller animals but also serve as prey for larger predators (Polis et al., 
1981). Scorpions have many adaptations to deter predation and acquire food, with the 
most obvious being the possession of a venom apparatus. In this dissertation, I examine 
some of the factors that influence venom expenditure by Parabuthus transvaalicus 
scorpions in defensive contexts. I also evaluate the metabolic costs and biochemistry 
associated with venom regeneration. 
Venom Apparatus 
Scorpions possess a venom apparatus composed of a pair of glands and a stinger 
located in the terminal segment known as the telson (for detailed review, see Hjelle, 
1990). Within the telson, a pair of venom glands is located on each side. Each gland is 
invested mesally and dorsally with compressor muscles that press the gland against the 
cuticle along its exterior lateral and ventral surfaces. The two glands are separated by 
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median vertical muscular septum. Each gland has an exit duct that communicates to the 
exterior via two small closely apposed apertures just before the tip of the aculeus. 
Venom expulsion is achieved by contraction of the thick muscle layers that invest the 
glands. 
Venom gland morphology in scorpions has a generalized scheme, with the main 
differences occurring in the presence or absence of folds in the secretory epithelium, if 
present (Pawlowsky, 1924; Mazurkiewicz and Bertke, 1972). The lumen of the venom 
gland likely serves as an extracellular storage site for the venom. The abundant numbers 
of membrane bound vesicles within the lumen segregate the morphologically different 
secretory products that are probably mixed during injection (Mazurkiewicz and Bertke, 
1972). Kovoor ,(1973) demonstrated that the venom gland of the scorpion Buthotus 
• judacius consisted of a series of three lobes that differed in their morphology and 
histochemistry. Some of the lobes contained only acidic mucosubstances, whereas others 
contained acidic and protein products combined, or mainly protein. 
The secretory epithelial cells are thought to be of apocrine type, where the 
• contents of the cell are discharged into the lumen without destruction of the cells 
themselves, and the same cells continue to produce the venom as long as the nucleus 
remains active and cytoplasm exists (Bucherl, 1971; Keegan and Lockwood, 1971). A 
typical cycle of apocrine gland activity occurs in four phases: resting phase, elaboration 
phase, accumulation phase, and expulsion phase (see Hjelle, 1990). 
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Predatory Behavior 
-Scorpions are efficient predators that feed on a wide variety of prey items (Polis 
and McCormick, 1986). Most scorpions are noCtumal and use the sit-and-waiVstrategy in 
hunting their prey. Their nocturnal nature largely precludes the use of vision in prey 
detection. Studies with the sand-dune scorpion (Paruroctonus mesaensis) indicate that 
scorpions utilize sand vibrations in localizing their prey (Brownell, 1977; Brownell and 
Farley, 1979a,b,c). The tarsal sense organs allow these scorpions to sense and capture a 
prey item moving within 15 cm, and if the prey is more than 30 cm away, the scorpion 
will localize it in a series of orientation responses (Brownell, 1977; Brownell and Farley, 
1979b). 
• After capturing a prey item, the scorpion may or may not use its stinger to subdue 
it. Usually, small prey that could be easily handled by the pedipalps are not stung. The 
behavioral aspects of prey capture have been relatively well documented (Bub and 
Bowerman, 1979; Cushing and Matheme, 1980; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993, 2003). These 
studies have provided quantitative data for some of the behavioral components involved 
in prey capture (Figure 1-1). Rein (1993) examined sting use during prey capture by two 
East African scorpions, Parabuthus leiosoma and P. pallidus. These scorpions were 
selective in their sting use and only stung large and/or difficult-to-handle prey items. 
Other researchers have reported similar findings in other scorpion. species (Cushing and 
Matherne, 1980; Casper, 1985). However, none of these studies measured the amount of 
venom injected by the scorpions. The authors assumed that restrictive sting use was 
advantageous because the expulsion of venom and subsequent venom regeneration 
















INACTIVE MANIPULATION TRAVEL 
INGESTION 
Figure 1-1: Ethogram showing the behavioral components of prey capture in Parabuthus 
leiosoma and P. pallidys. Arrows indicate the direction of the prey capture sequence 
(Rein 2003). Reproduced with original author's permission (see Appendix). 
Defensive Behavior 
Scorpion stings also serve a defensive function, though generally as a last resort. 
Several defensive adaptations of scorpions, such as cryptic coloration and temporal 
avoidance of predators, decrease the likelihood of predation. Scorpions in general are 
time minimizers; that is, they spend a minimal amount of time in foraging and other 
activities outside their burrows or hiding places (McCormick and Polis, 1990). However, 
despite these adaptations, encounters with predators can take place, and this is when their, 
stinging can play a major defensive role. Scorpions can successfully defend themselves 
with a powerful strike at their opponents. In some cases, the force alone might be enough 
to startle the predator, allowing the scorpion to retreat successfully (Newlands, 1969). 
However, sometimes during the strike the stinger can become deeply embedded and 
deliver venom into the target (McCormick and Polis, 1990). The venom becomes 
effective very rapidly, eliciting pain and potentially causing loss of coordination and even 
death (Bergman, 1997). 
Finally, some scorpions in the Buthidae family have the ability to squirt their 
Venom. Several large Parabuthus species reportedly squirt their venom for distances up • 
to 1 m when alarmed (Newlands, 1978). The current reasoning is that this is only a reflex 
mechanism, but the possibility of causing envenomation via sensitive eye tissues might 
allow this behavior to serve as a defensive adaptation. Because the scorpion venom-
squirting studies (Newlands, 1974, 1978; Polis et al., 1981) were only descriptive, this 
unusual behavior has not been quantitatively investigated. 
5 
Venom Expenditure 
It may be advantageous for venomous animals to be judicious when deploying 
their venom. Venom can be viewed as a limited commodity due to the metabolic costs of 
replacing it and the ecological costs of a depleted venom supply (McCue, 2006). There 
are two primary reasons why venomous animals should be judicious in the amount of 
venom they expend. First, venom may be metabolically expensive to produce. Indeed, 
McCue (2006) showed that North American pitviper snakes completely milked of their 
venom had a 10% increase in their resting metabolic rate during the first 72 h of venom 
regeneration. This metabolic increase was an order of magnitude greater than the 
metabolic costs associated with producing an identical mass of body tissue. Among 
arachnids, Nisani et al. (2007) measured a 39% increase in the 72-h metabolic rate of 
Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions in response to milking. Second, there may be 
behavioral and ecological costs in having a depleted venom supply. A snake, for 
example, with an insufficient venom supply resulting from over-expenditure may be 
unable to capture additional prey or defend itself from predators (Hayes et al., 1995, 
2002). The venom of Cupiennius salei spider, for example, remain low in its relative 
toxicity for many days post initial milking, thus possibly rendering it incapable to 
catching larger and difficult-to-handle prey (Boeve et al., 1995). 
Most attempts at measuring venom expenditure by animals have involved snakes 
(reviewed by Hayes et al., 2002) or spiders (Boeve, 1994; Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 
1998, 1999). The earliest researchers made crude estimates from forceful venom 
extractions of snakes that were followed by voluntary bites of a membrane-covered 
beaker (Acton and Knowles, 1914a, b; Fairley and Splatt, 1929). Other investigators 
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measured radioactively-labeled venom in the target (Gennaro et al., 1961; Allon and 
Kochva, 1974), weighed changes in the target's mass (Kochva, 1960), weighed pieces of 
plastic foam bitten by snakes (Pe and Cho, 1986), used spectrophotometric measurements 
to quantify the amount of venom (Hokama, 1978), or relied on estimates derived from 
lethality tests (Kondo et al., 1972). Morrison et al. (1982, 1983a, b, 1984) developed a 
more direct measure of the quantity of venom injected using enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Subsequent workers have relied on immunoassays for 
animal targets (Malli et al., 1998; Hayes et al., 20020 or protein measurements for 
inanimate targets (Herbert, 1998, 2007; Hayes et al., 2002; Rehling, 2002). 
Immunoassays, particularly ELISAs, are a suitable technique for quantifying protein and 
peptide antigens in scorpion venom since their high specificity and sensitivity allows 
detection of minute quantities of specific antigens (Lauritzen et al., 1994). 
Numerous studies using rattlesnakes suggest that these animals have optimal 
venom deployment. Rattlesnakes allocate, or meter, different quantities of venom when 
- striking in different contexts (e.g., predatory vs. defensive, or hungry vs. well-fed) or 
when biting different targets (e.g., different species or sizes of prey; Hayes et al., 2002; 
Hayes, 2008). Hayes used the ELISA technique developed by Morrison et al. (1982) to 
quantify the amount of venom injected into different prey by the Western Rattlesnake 
(Crotalus viridis) under varying conditions (Hayes, 1991, 1992a,b, 1993, 1995; Hayes et 
al., 1992, 1995). For example, Hayes et al. (1995) showed that northern Pacific 
rattlesnakes (Crotalus viridis oreganus) injected significantly more venom into larger 
mice than smaller mice. By metering more venom into the larger prey, the snakes 
presumably gained the predatory advantages of quick prey death and efficient digestion, 
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which are likely adaptive strategies (Hayes et al., 1995). When comparing venom 
expenditure between defensive strikes versus predatory bites, Morrison et al. (1983a) 
demonstrated that Tropidechis carinatus snakes delivered more venom into mice 
(predatory bite) than into agar-filled gloves (defensive strike). These and other studies 
provide evidence that snakes have the cognitive capacity to control, or meter, their venom 
expenditure (for further discussion, see Hayes, 2008). 
Organisms much simpler than snakes seem capable of metering their venom. 
Many cnidarians, for example, use their nematocysts (stinging cells) to capture preyitems 
and the number of nematocysts used corresponds with prey struggle. In addition to 
mechanical and vibrational cues, the supporting cells of anemone nematocysts can 
respond to chemical signals released by the prey and inhibit further injection of venom 
from nematocysts, thus conserving venom (Watson and Hessinger,1994; Thorington and 
Hessinger, 1998). For example, in Hydra when a typical prey item such as Daphnia 
swims against the tentacles, it causes the discharge of the nematocysts, which pierce the 
prey. Some of the prey's metabolites that are released, cause additional nematocysts to 
be discharged (Watson and Hessinger, 1989; Kass-Simon and Scappaticci, 2002). 
Finally, satiation and chemicals released by the food substances inhibit further discharge 
of nematocysts (Smith et 41974). Thus, cnidarian utilize mechanical, vibrational, and 
chemical cues in determining the number of nematocysts that are discharged ensuring 
venom conservation (Watson and Hessinger, 1994; Thorington and Hessinger, 1998). 
Spiders can also meter their venom by adjusting their venom release based on 
prey struggle and prey type (Robinson, 1969; Perret, 1997; Pollard, 1990; Boeve, 1994; 
Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 1998, 1999). For example, Malli et al. (1999) concluded 
•••• 
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that the venom injected by the hunting spider, Cupiennius salei, depends on the action of 
the prey during envenomation. Injecting larger quantities in vigorously struggling prey 
ensures proper immobilization of the prey. This not only helps the spider avoid losing 
captured prey but also reduces the chance of severe injuries from struggling prey. Wigger 
et al. (2002) utilized monoclonal antibody to measure the amounts of venom injected by 
C. salei into different prey times. Crickets and stick insects (prey without special defense 
mechanism) received considerably less venom than ground beetles, which possess a 
heavy sclerotisation (highly defended). Since C. salei is capable of injecting precise 
venom quantities (Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 1999) indicates that the spider is 
minimizing its venom investment into the prey, demonstrating venom optimization 
hypothesis that supposes that spiders use their venom as economically as possible 
(Wigger et al., 2002). 
Investigators working separately with snakes and spiders have coined two 
different terms for the hypothesis that venomous animals are capable of regulating their 
venom expenditure. Hayes et al. (2002) used the term "venom-metering hypothesis" to 
describe decision-making by snakes as to whether or not to deliver venom, and how 
much to expend (for further clarification, see Hayes, 2008). Wigger et al. (2002) applied 
the term "venom-optimization hypothesis" to spider's ability to regulate the amount of 
venom it injects into different (and difficult to handle) prey items. Hayes (2008) clarified 
that differences in venom expenditure, as reported in various studies, can be explained at 
multiple levels of analysis, including 1) evolutionary origin, 2) functional consequences, 
3) ontogenetic processes, 4) physiological mechanisms, and 5) cognitive mechanisms. 
He concluded that "venom-metering" should be considered at the cognitive level; that is, 
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do venomous animals make decisions about how much venom they inject? The term 
"metering," therefore, implies cognition. The term "optimization" is very general and 
could be applied to many aspects of venom, not just for decisions about how much 
venom to deploy but also for the synthesis of venom components and its efficacy for 
defense or predation—and at all levels of analysis. Herbert and Hayes (2008), for 
example, showed that the quantity of venom expended by. prairie rattlesnakes (Crotalus v. 
viridis) feeding on mice appeared to be optimized for killing effectiveness, apart from 
any ability to cognitively meter its venom. Thus, the tetm"venom-metering" may be 
more specific and appropriate than the term "venom-optimization." 
Venom Composition and Regeneration 
Scorpion venom is a complex mixture, in part due to its apocrine secretions 
(Keegan and Lockwood, 1971; Hjelle, 1990). Generally, the venom of a single species 
contains many low-molecular-weight proteins (neurotoxins), mucus, salts, and various 
organic compounds (for review, see Simard and Watt, 1990). The neurotoxic peptides 
present in venom are responsible for the symptoms that present themselves after 
envenomation by interacting with ion channels and receptors in excitable membranes 
(Catteral, 1980; Garcia et al., 1992; Possani et al., 1999). Most venoms have been shown 
to contain two kinds of toxic peptides: short-chain neurotoxins (SCNs) that are 3000-
4400 Da in molecular mass and act on potassium and chloride channels; and long-chain 
neurotoxins (LCNs) that are 6500-7800 Da in molecular mass and mainly act on sodium 
channels (Possani et al., 1999; De la Vega and Possani, 2004; De la Vega and Possani, 
2005). Little is known about venom variation between specimens of the same species. 
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However, some studies suggest that there is variation in the venom of individual 
scorpions (Kalapothakis and Chavez-Olortegui, 1997). 
The venom of P. transvaalicus is a relatively simple venom compared to other • 
scorpions and possesses several unique properties (Dyason et al., 2002; Inceogiu et al., 
2003). First, the majority of peptide components are in the 6000-7000 Da range. 
Secondly, six different peptides from this venom are identical in their N-terminal 
sequence. Third, these peptides are LCNs containing three disulfide bridges, and are 
slightly shorter in primary structure than previously described LCNs (Inceoglu et al., 
2001). 
Recently, some researchers have shown that some scorpions, such as P. 
transvaalicus, have two different types of venom (Inceogiu et al., 2003). They proposed 
that "prevenom," consisting largely of inorganic salt and small peptides that primarily 
elicit pain, is used as an efficient predator deterrent and for immobilizing small prey 
while conserving the more metabolically expensive, protein-rich "venom" that is injected 
with higher levels of stimulation or threat. However, this selective use of prevenom and 
venom by scorpions has not been behaviorally investigated, nor has the capacity of the 
scorpion to partition, or selectively access, these two forms of venom. 
Prior to my work here, the duration and metabolic cost of venom regeneration had 
not been investigated in scorpions. Despite this, the literature is full of statements 
claiming that venom is a metabolically expensive product and, for this reason, scorpions 
do not always utilize their stinger (Rein, 1993, 2003; Lnceoglu et al., 2003). It must be 
noted that scorpion venom is a complex mixture of salts, small molecules, peptides, and 
proteins (Inceogiu et al., 2003); thus, it is reasonable to assume that the production of this 
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venom is metabolically expensive, especially in a species that has a very low rate of 
metabolism (Lighton et al., 2001). Furthermore, scorpions possess powerful pinchers 
that aid them in subduing their prey items. If a prey item is easily subdued, then use of 
the sting is not necessary. Indeed, scorpions frequently withhold their venom when 
feeding on easily-subdued prey (Bub and Bowerman, 1979; Cushing and Matheme, 
1980; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993, 2003). These observations support the idea that venom 
is-a costly commodity that should be used judiciously. However, speculation is no 
substitute for experimentation. 
Objectives 
In this dissertation, I begin with a review of the behavioral ecology of venom in 
Chapter 2. This review addresses the functional aspects of venom from a behavioral 
perspective, and introduces a number of novel concepts that derive from a broad 
consideration of venomous organisms. These concepts include a definition of venom 
appropriate for the behavioral and ecological context of its use, a new classification 
scheme for toxins that better distinguishes between poisons and venoms, and a more 
comprehensive understanding of the diverse functional roles of venom. I also review the 
evidence that animals make decisions about use of their venom. I hope that this review 
will stimulate and inspire further studies dealing with the behavioral and ecological 
aspects of venom use. 
To better understand the behavioral ecology of scorpion venom, I conducted a 
series of experiments on venom expenditure and venom regeneration in the scorpion P. 
transvaalicus. The genus Parabuthus Pocock 1890 is an exclusively Old World scorpion 
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which includes some of the world's largest buthid scorpions (Prendini, 2004). These 
scorpions display the classical arid-corridor pattern of distribution, occurring in 
southwestern Africa and in northeastern Africa and the Arabian Peninsula (Prendini, 
2004). Since these scorpions are concentrated in some of the world's most arid regions 
that are sparsely populated by humans, the incidence of scorpion envenomation 
(scorpionism) is relatively low. Nevertheless, envenomation by these scorpions is of a 
significant medical importance, particularly in western regions of southern Africa 
(Newlands, 1978; Bergman, 1997). The medically important scorpion P. transvaalicus 
has been recorded from east of the Kalahari sand system in Botswana, Mozambique, 
South Africa, and Zimbabwe. These scorpions inhabit semi-consolidated to consolidated 
sandy, gritty, and loamy substrates, where they excavate shallow burrows under stones or 
fallen trees (Prendini, 2004). Their diet has not been investigated, but it is reasonable to 
assume that they primarily consume insects, other arachnids, and possibly small 
vertebrates such as lizards. Severe envenomation by P. transvaalicus causes primarily 
neuromuscular effects, with involvement of the heart and parasympathetic nervous 
system (Bergman, 1997). Furthermore, this species is one of very few scorpion species 
that has the ability to squirt its venom, and toxicity via contact with the mammalian eye is 
similar to that of elapid snakes (Newlands 1974, 1978). Inceogiu et al. (2003) reported 
an LD99 of 0.1 IA venom/20-g mouse (0.0048 mg protein/20-g mouse), which illustrates 
this scorpion's potential lethality, especially for children. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, I examined the defensive behavior of P. transvaalicus 
scorpions in two different contexts. In Chapter 3, I tested the hypothesis that adult P. 
transvaalicus meters different quantities of venom when stinging under varying threat 
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levels. Specifically, I examined possible venom metering in two contexts: within a series 
of consecutive stings, and at different levels of threat. First, I hypothesized that the initial 
defensive sting is used primarily as a warning signal or a startling mechanism that might 
allow the scorpion to get away without any further confrontation. The initial sting, 
therefore, would deliver primarily pain-eliciting prevenom, saving the metabolically 
expensive and much more lethal venom for subsequent stings if still necessary. Second, I 
hypothesized that the amount of venom injected would depend on the level of the 
perceived threat, with more venom expended at higher levels of threat than lower levels. 
• In Chapter 4, examined the venom squirting behavior of juvenile and adult P. 
transvaalicus. Based on the existing literature, the venom-squirting ability of this 
scorpion is believed to be a reflex action caused by sudden contraction of muscles over 
the paired venom glands (Newlands 1969, 1974). However, no one has thoroughly 
investigated the venom squirting behavior of these scorpions. Here, I assessed the ability 
of P. transvaalicus to regulate venom squirting under different threat levels and described 
the trajectory of venom squirts by measuring the duration, velocity, and direction of 
venom expulsion, as well as the stream width and accompanying movements by the 
animal's body and its tail (metasoma and telson). 
In Chapters 5 and 6, I explored the physiological and biochemical aspects of 
venom regeneration. Scorpion venom has many components, but is mainly made up of 
water, salts, small molecules, peptides, and proteins. One can reasonably assume that the 
production and storage of this complex secretion is an expensive metabolic investment. 
In Chapter 5, using a closed-system respirometer, I examined the difference in oxygen 
consumption between milked and unmilked scorpions to determine the metabolic costs 
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associated with the first 72 h of subsequent venom synthesis. I also investigated the 
relationship between protein content of the regenerated venom and oxygen consumption. 
In Chapter 6, I conducted a longer-term study to examine the difference in oxygen 
• consumption between milked and =milked scorpions during the first 192 h (8 d) of 
subsequent venom synthesis. The relative toxicity of the regenerated venom over time 
was assessed by injecting crickets with venoms obtained on different days following 
• initial milking. The chemical profile of the regenerated venom was analyzed by FPLC 
and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. By comparing the metabolic rates, toxicity, and 
chemical profile of the resynthesized venom over time, I hoped to establish .a 
comprehensive picture of venom regeneration in P. transvaalicus scorpions and shed 
further light on why scorpions would meter their venom expenditure. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Behavioral Ecology of Venom: Definitions, Functional Roles, 
and Optimal Expenditure 
Abstract 
• Toxins occur throughout nature and many animals' posses them. These toxins serve a 
• variety of functions with defensive and predatory being the mostly common known 
. examples. However, the mode of attainment of toxicity along with mechanisms of 
delivery, and storage are not uniform throughout nature. Thus, it is not surprising that 
there 'seems tobe some confusion in the literature regarding the proper designation of 
these organisms. By focusing on. the functional aspects of venom from a behavioral 
• perspective, this review strives to develop a comprehensive Understanding of toxic 
organisms. Specifically it will be shown that: (1) although venom as .a biological product 
is not easy to define, a useful classification scheme can be developed for toxic organisms 
that distinguishes between those that are venomous and poisonous based on the source of 
the toxin, storage, and delivery; (2) venom has evolved to serve a multitude of functions, 
with the traditional view of predation and defense being no, longer adequate'; and finally 
(3) because venom is an expensive commodity, animals have evolved different 
mechanisms to optimize its use. It is hoped that this review will stimulate further 
discussion of venoms among researchers working in a variety of fields, from 
toxicol9gists to behavioral ecologists. 
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Introduction 
A survey of all known animal orders reveals that many organisms produce and 
• employ venoms or poisons. There are numerous techniques animals employ in acquiring 
and deploying these toxic secretions. Some animals have developed special organs for 
venom application that consist of venom-producing glands, such as a reservoir, and a 
proper application apparatus (Mebs, 1994). Many types of venoms are highly toxic and 
serve primarily in either rapidly killing or paralyzing the prey. Furthermore, these toxic 
chemicals are quite successfully used in deterring aggressors or potential predators 
(Mebs, 1994). 
It the last one-hundred years, venomous animals have become the subjects of 
intense scientific investigation. Early on, most studies dealt with clinical and 
pharmacological effects of venoms, while more recently the investigators focused on the 
biochemical and molecular characteristics of the venom itself. There is a great diversity 
•in venom composition among different taxa regarding the number of active agents, as 
well as the structural and functional characteristics of individual components (Mebs, 
2001). However, to date, an appreciation of venom utilization from a behavioral 
perspective, with few exceptions (see Hayes et al., 2002), is still incomplete. 
This review focuses on the functional aspects of venom from a behavioral • 
perspective. Specifically, it will be shown that: (1) although venom as a biological 
product is not easy to define, I will propose a classification scheme for toxic organisms 
based on toxin source (mode of synthesis), storage, and delivery (presence or absence of 
delivery apparatus); (2) venom has evolved to serve a multitude of functions, i.e.,the 
traditional view of venom serving just predation and defense is no longer adequate); and 
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(3) venom is an expensive commodity for which animals have evolved different 
mechanisms to optimize its use. 
What is Venom? 
Generally speaking, venoms and poisons are chemicals that have deleterious 
effects when delivered to another organism due to their toxic properties. Toxins are 
naturally occurring chemicals that are synthesized in nature by living organisms. This is 
in contrast to laboratory synthesized chemicals, which we call toxic chemicals (Mebs, 
2002). Venoms and poisons frequently contain a mixture of toxins that vary in 
composition and volume among different taxa. Venom represents a unique cocktail of 
many different peptides, proteins, and/or other substances that act on countless targets 
such as ion channels, receptors, and enzymes within cells and on the plasma membrane 
(Menez et al., 2006). In the following section, I will explore the different type of toxins 
found in different taxa. First I will demonstrate the possible mix-ups in the application of 
different terminology (venom vs. poison), and then I will propose a classification scheme 
that I hope will clarify some controversies. 
There seems to be some controversy regarding usage of the words "venom" and 
"poison" (Leroy, 1999). Some biologists, for example, have based their definition of 
venomous snakes solely on the pharmacology and medical effects, thus confusing the 
venom secretion properties with biological roles (Kardong, 1996). Based on the notion 
that "if it is toxic, then it is venom," even humans could be considered venomous since 
their saliva may be toxic (Kardong, 2002). The term toxic should be limited to the 
chemical properties of the secretions (1,1350, etc.), while the term venomous should be 
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reserved for the contribution of secretions to the organism's survival (Kardong, 1996). A 
proper definition of venom must not be inferred from chemical properties, but must come 
from detailed analysis of the biological roles that venom plays, especially its contribution 
to survival. 
Mebs (1994) defined venom as a cocktail of toxins that are mostly protein in 
nature and are actively applied by specialized structures, while poisons are mixtures of 
low molecular weight metabolites that are passively used. Thus, the active versus passive 
use of venom is considered to be a criterion that separates between venom and poison. 
However, this definition is not complete either, since there are exceptions to it which 
Mebs acknowledges. For example, the European salamander can eject and spray its 
poison, which in most salmanders is secreted on their skin to protect against infection, 
from dorsal glands as a defensive response (Mebs, 1994). Thus, we can see that this 
toxin can be both passively and actively used by these salamanders in defense. 
Others have defined venom as the substance that is injected or introduced into a 
wound produced by a delivering organism. In contrast, poison is viewed as something 
ingested by an organism (Leroy, 1999). Thus, the term venom applies to any secretion 
that is delivered by one organism into another, either through stinging or by biting, while 
poison is passively delivered to the target to be taken in by it. The key distinction is the 
presence or absence of a toxin delivery apparatus. This definition, however, presents 
some challenges, because it does not account for the mode of toxicity acquisition. 
Animals can either use intrinsic or extrinsic methods of venom production. Intrinsic 
synthesis can either be achieved via gene expression that leads directly to the production 
of a specific toxic protein or peptide, or through metabolic pathways that lead to a 
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secondary metabolite with toxic properties (Mebs, 2001). Animals can also use extrinsic 
mechanisms, such as accumulation and storing of toxic compounds that have been 
produced by other organisms, such as plants or microbes (Nlebs, 2001). A variety of 
polyether toxins and alkaloids of external sources are coopted by some vertebrates and 
invertebrates to serve as chemical defenses (Daly, 1995). Dendrobates auratus frogs 
raised in indoor terraria containing wingless fruit flies did not have poisonous alkaloids in 
their skin, whereas those raised on leaf-litter arthropods from their natural habitat did 
(Daley et al., 1994). Some workers contend that since the hedgehogs rub poisonous toads 
on their spines, they, in turn, become venomous (Brodie, 1989). By this definition, 
however, Indians using the poison from the Poison Dart Frog, Phyllobates terribilis, for 
hunting pm-poses should be classified as venomous. One could argue that, if some 
individuals coopt venom and others do not, then the species would be facultatively .  
venomous. 
Finally, the presence of a venom delivery apparatus should be considered when it 
comes to defining an organism as venomous. Many toxic organisms tend to have 
specialized structures, such as the scorpion's stinger or the snake's fangs, that allow for 
• rapid and efficient venom delivery. In some of these animals (as found in snakes), the 
venom gland is a modified salivary gland with a duct leading to a specialized venom 
delivery apparatus (Brodie, 1989; Kardong, 2002). In other animals, the venom is 
delivered via specialized cells, such as those found on cnidarian tentacles (Watson and 
Hessinger, 1989) or within the specialized venom apparatus at the tip of the scorpion tail 
(Mazurkiewicz and Bertke, 1972). 
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The presence of these structures is essential in efficient and intentional venom 
delivery. Poisonous organisms typically depend on aposematic coloration in order to 
enforce learning in predators. For example, the Monarch Butterfly's bright coloration 
increases recognition by predators and, hence, avoidance. Thus, it is not surprising to 
find that some venomous animals also use warning coloration to encourage predator 
avoidance. Many bees, for example, are venomous (due to presence of a sting apparatus) 
and die after using their stinger: They employ warning coloration to minimize self 
sacrifice while at the same time aiding in colony defense by reinforcing predator .  
avoidance. 
The terms "venomous" and "poisonous" require further clarification. To better 
classify the various animals that possess toxins, we need to look at the modes of toxin 
production, storage, as well as delivery (Table 2-1). For instance, the first level of 
classification should be whether the animal uses intrinsic (autogenous) or extrinsic 
(heterogenous) means for acquiring its toxins. 
Autogenous organisms acquire their toxins either via gene expression that leads 
directly to toxin synthesis or through complex metabolic pathways that lead to secondary 
metabolites that have toxic properties (Mebs, 2001). Autogenous animals can either 
possess specialized glands for storing their toxins, or may lack any such structure. These 
toxins can be either introduced into the victims by bites and stings, or passively through 
the skin. Snakes, most arachnids, and cone snails could be considered as "autoglandular-
venomous." These organisms not only synthesize their own toxins but also possess 
special storage glands and specialized delivery structures that allow them to inject their 
toxins directly into the aggressor or prey (Tu,-1977, 1982; Simard and Watt, 1990). Other 
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autogenous organisms that do not have a specialized venom delivery apparatus and 
passively secrete their venom on the surface of their bodies should be called 
autoglandular-poisonous. For example, the neotropical millipede, Rhinocricus padbergi, 
possesses a pair of repugnatorial glands that secrete defensive substances directly on their 
body when threatened (Arab et al., 2003). They lack a delivery mechanism, and 
therefore depend on passive transfer of toxin to the predator or antagonist. 
Benzoquinones are the active components of these defensive secretions that studies have 
shown to be highly toxic and persistent (Valderrama et al., 2000; Arab et al., 2003). 
Some organisms that have an intrinsic mode of toxin synthesis do not have any 
specialized glands to store there secretions, but they may (autoaglandular-venomous) or 
may not (autoaglandular-poisonous) possess a specialized apparatus for venom delivery. 
The caterpillar of the Lonomia oblique is a good example of an autoaglandular-venomous 
animal. These caterpillars possess no gland that produces the venom; instead, secretory 
epithelium that underlies the tegument and the spines is responsible for the toxic 
secretions which are deposited at the tips of the spines. When contact is made by another 
animal with the spine, the tip containing the venom breaks off and causes a cutaneous 
reaction (Veiga et al., 2001). Thus, this autoaglandular-venomous animal has an 
effective apparatus for venom delivery. Many arthropods possess defensive substances in 
their blood, which are released when under attack. For example, beetles of the Meloidae 
family have blood that contains cantharidin, a substance known to be toxic to vertebrates 
and which is released from their knee joints via reflex bleeding when threatened (Eisner, 
1970). Lacking an effective apparatus for delivery, this animal would be considered 
autoaglandular-poisonous. 
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Many animals do not synthesize their own toxins. These organisms acquire their 
toxicity by either ingesting other toxic organisms and distributing the chemicals 
throughout their bodies, or by storing these chemicals in specialized glands for future use. 
Of the ones that store these toxins, they can either possess specialized structures for 
venom delivery (heterogiandular-venomous) or lack any such structure (heterogiandular-
poisonous). 
Tetrodotoxin is produced by bacteria in the Vibrionaceae family and act by 
selectively blocking the action potential of voltage-gated sodium channels of nerves and 
cardiac and skeletal muscle (Waters, 2005). Some animals possess channels that are 
resistant to these toxins, thus allowing them to accumulate tetrodotoxin either in their 
• tissues or specialized glands. The Australian blue-ringed octopus, Hapalochlaena 
lunulata, is one such animal that has muscular venom glands containing tetrodotoxin-
producing Vibrio bacteria (heteroglandular-venomous). These octopi eject this venom at 
high pressure during the bite, which results in envenomation (Waiters, 2005; Yotsu-
Yamashita, 2007). On the other hand, frogs of the Dendrobatidae family contain 
batrachotoxin that is highly toxic. These frogs develop this toxin from their insect food 
source, and excrete it through their skin glands (Daly et al., 1994; Daly, 1995; Mebs, 
2001). These frogs would be considered heteroglandular-poisonous animals. 
Finally, some heterotoxic animals do not posses a gland that allows them to store 
their acquired toxins, but may (heteroaglandular-venomous) or may not 
(heteroaglandular-poisonous) have a specialized delivery apparatus. The hooded pitohui 
bird, Pitohui dichrous, contains steroidal alkaloid homobatrachotoxin toxins in its 
feathers and muscle tissues (Dumbacher et al., 1992). These birds do not actively secrete 
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this toxin and do not have any venom delivery apparatus (heteroaglandular-poisonous). 
The available data seem to support the hypothesis that these birds might be sequestering 
these toxins from their dietary source (Mebs, 2002). The term heteroaglandular-
venomous may apply to an organism such as the hedgehog that rub poisonous toads on 
their spines (Brodie, 1989). By doing so, the hedgehog renders their spines poisonous, 
which serves them well during encounters with aggressors. As another example of a 
heteroaglandular-venomous organism, there are species of nudibranchs that feed on 
hydrozoans, store the nematocysts, and use these stinging cells when threatened 
(Greenwood and Grrity, 1991; Mebs, 2001). When some but not all individuals of a 
species are venomous, or an individual varies temporarily in its use of autogenously 
acquired venom, the species would be "facultatively" venomous. 
It is hoped that this new classification system will better allows us to determine 
possible selective forces that influence the evolution of various types of animal toxins. 
Generally speaking, toxin diversity increases by enlarging the gene pool that encodes for 
• 
toxic peptides and proteins. Gene duplication and recombination, point mutation, and 
post-transitional modifications of the gene are a few possible mechanism of diversifying 
peptide and protein toxins, with natural selection sorting out the inefficient genes (Mebs, 
2001). Studies have shown that genes encoding for peptide and protein toxins undergo 
an abnormally high rate of mutations that potentially could allow rapid diversification of 
these toxins (Ohno et al., 1998; Menez et al., 2006). The duplication of genes and their 
functional divergence that leads to formation of evolutionarily related but functionally 
distinct genes is a fundamental process of adaptive evolution (Hughes, 1994; Kordis and 
Gubensek, 2000). However, it is still unknown what biochemical machinery is 
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responsible for this high mutation rate, or in the absence of such machinery, whether 
these mutations are caused by random or selected expression of sleeping genes induced 
by external pressures (Menez et al., 2006)? 
Biological Roles of Venom 
Venoms can be found throughout the animal kingdom and serve a variety of 
biological roles. These functions can be analyzed within five level of analysis: evolution, 
ontogeny, functional causes, physiological, and cognitive (e.g., Hayes, 2008). This 
review is limited to functional causes (Table-2). 
One of the main roles of venom is its use within the feeding systems. Many 
animals use their venom in order to paralyze or kill larger prey without the risk of injury 
to themselves. For example, the nematocysts of cnidarians are filled with venoms that 
are injected into prey, and the gastropod Conus uses the modified radula in delivering its 
venom (Hessinger and Lenhoff, 1986; Gall et al., 1999; Greenwood et al., 2003; Marshal 
et al., 2002; Olivera, 2002; Stewart and Gilly, 2005). Many arachnids and some species 
of shrews also use their venom for prey immobilization (Pearson, 1942; Bowerman and 
Bub, 1979; Casper, 1985; Friedel and Nentwig, 1989; Rein, 1993, 2003; Boeve, 1994; 
Malli et al., 1999; Wigger et al., 2002; Khan-Nentwig et al., 2004; Kitta et al., 2004). 
The venom of some animals also seems to play an important role in prey digestion. For 
example, the venom of the brown recluse spider, Loxosceles recluse, exhibits proteolytic 
and lytic properties (Norment and Vinson, 1969). Venom may also play an important 
defensive role, as demonstrated by social insects that can inflict hundreds of stings in a 
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collective defensive behavior (Jeanne, 1981;Whiffier et al., 1988; Landoit et al., 1995; 
Sledge et al., 1999; Fortunato et al., 2004). 
However, these traditional views of predatory and defensive uses of venom do not 
encompass the breadth of biological roles that venoms serve. Not only have venoms 
evolved independently in many different animal taxa, but these chemicals also possess a 
variety of adaptive traits (Kardong, 1996). Biological roles of venom are not just limited 
to immobilization, killing, and digestion of prey, or defense. These secretions can also be 
used in territory marking, communication, and competition for variety of resources. The 
wider range of biological uses of venoms is summarized in Table 2-2: 
1. 	Prey paralysis and immobilization: Venom sometimes does not actually kill the 
prey, but instead paralyzes it, which causes a reduction in prey struggle. This is 
especially important with ectothermic prey where venom toxin might not be as 
efficient in inducing death. Studies have shown that scorpions often do not sting 
non-resistant prey, and only use their stinger if prey struggle persists. 
Consumption of the prey item begins after the reduction of prey struggle and not 
necessarily prey death (Rein, 1993). Spiders are also known to have venoms that 
have a paralyzing effect on insect prey activity. For example, Cupiennius salei 
venom rapidly immobilizes adult mealworm.s, thus facilitating feeding (Friedel 
and Nentwig, 1989). The Puerto Rican racer, Alsophis portoricensis, also uses its 
venom in relaxing its lizard prey. When captured by the snake, the lizard might 
bite and hold the neck of the attacking snake, making the prey item more difficult 
to subdue and swallow. However, the venom that is injected will paralyze the 
lizard, causing it to release the snake's neck, and thus making the feeding 
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possible and more efficient (Rodriguez-Robles, 1992; Rodriguez-Robles and 
Thomas, 1992). 
2. Rapid killing ofprey: The most obvious function of venom is the rapid killing of 
prey. This not only ensures the success of the envenomating strike, but also 
minimizes the danger posed to the predator by the prey. A remarkable example 
of rapid killing is seen in marine gastropods known as cone snails. The lack of 
physical agility in these snails has been solved by development of a highly potent 
mixture of toxins in their venom which is used in prey capture as well as defense 
(Gall et al., 1999; Olivera, 2002). The venom of these snails is made up of very 
short peptides that readily pass through membranes and, therefore, is extremely 
fast acting. Another marine group that possesses highly potent venom is 
cnidarians. Cnidarians are simple tentacle-bearing organisms that possess 
stinging cells, called nematocysts that are capable of delivering venom into the 
prey item. Similarly, the sea anemones, Calliactis tricolor, use their nematocysts 
in prey capture. The undischarged nematocyst is made up of a capsule that 
contains a highly folded eversible tubule with the associated venom. At the time 
of discharge, the tubule penetrates the prey and releases its venom (Holstein and 
Tardent, 1984; Greenwood et al., 2003), Another marine invertebrate possessing 
lethal venom is the Australian chirodropid jellyfish, Chironexfleckeri (Carrette et 
al. 2002; Kintner et al., 2005). This organism is capable of delivering a massive 
dose of venom into its prey ensuring rapid death. Lethal venoms are not limited 
to invertebrates. In some snakes, the injected venom quickly kills the prey by 
targeting the most vascularized part of the victim (Kardong, 1986, 2002). In all 
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• these instances, venom use during prey capture confers an important predatory 
advantage compared to predators limited to mechanical capture strategies alone. 
3. Facilitating digestion: Proteolytic enzymes that might be present in some 
venoms can contribute to the breakdown of tissue and promote the digestion of 
prey. Studies have shown that rattlesnake venom contains proteolytic enzymes 
that accelerate prey digestion (Kardong, 1986). It 18 of interest to note that, 
among many rattlesnakes there seems to be an ontogenetic change in chemical 
composition of the venom. Studies have shown that phosopholipa.se A2 activity 
seems to decline with age, whereas L-amino acid oxidase and protein content of 
• venom increases with age. This is correlated with higher toxicity of juvenile 
venom compared to increased proteolytic activity of adult rattlesnakes that 
facilitates the digestion of bulkier prey (Thomas and Pough, 1979; Kardong, 
• 1986; MacKessy, 1988). A recent study, however, challenges the view that 
rattlesnake venoms facilitate digestion (McCue, 2007). Among invertebrates, the 
brown recluse spider's venom has lytic action on fat and muscle tissue of insects, 
which in turn reduces the cellular components of its prey into liquid, thus 
• maximizing food intake per host (Norment and Vinson, 1969). 	• 
4. 	Prey-labeling: Another role of venom might be facilitating prey relocation post- 
strike. Most snakes swiftly strike, envenomate, and voluntarily release a large 
prey item, thus eliminating the risk of injury from the struggling prey (Kardong, 
1986). The venom changes the scent of the prey, thereby facilitating its 
relocation by following the odoriferous trail deposited by the dying animal. By 
striking the prey and following it later, the snakes minimize the risk of injury to 
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themselves (reviewed by Hayes et al., 2002; Kardong and Smith, 2002; Cooper, 
2003). 
5. Defensive use of venom: It seems that defensive use of venom is near-universal 
among taxa (Table 2-2). From solitary to social insects, all the way to the 
vertebrates such as snakes and shrews, many organisms are capable of injecting 
their venom as a defensive measure against their would-be predators. For 
example, tarantula hawk wasps, Hemiprpsis ustulata, not only produce large 
quantities of venom but also their sting produces immediate and intense pain in 
the envenomated human (Schmidt, 2004). There are numerous examples of 
defensive stinging or biting throughout the animal kingdom playing an important 
role in the survival of many organisms. 
6. Enhancing reproduction: Various organisms utilize their venom in ensuring 
reproductive success. The venom can either be used during male-male 
competition for mates (Calaby, 1968) or to ensure offspring survival (Nakamatsu 
and Tanaka, 2003; Deyrup et al., 2005). The platypus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus, 
is unique among mammals in that it possesses a venomous spur on each hind leg 
and it is believed that the platypus uses these as an offensive weapon against 
other males in order to assert dominance and establish territory during the mating 
season. The fact that venom production increases during spring (breeding 
season) supports this notion (Calaby, 1968; Grant and Temple-Smith, 1998). 
Some insects also use their venom in order to increase their reproductive success. 
Ectoparasitoids that deposit their eggs on their lepidopteran hosts must regulate 
the physiological environment of the host in order to ensure that their larvae have 
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the best nutritional resources. Studies have shown that some ectoparasitoids 
(Euplectrus sp.) use the injected venom not only to halt the development of the 
host at the stage parasitized, but also use their venom to enhance the amount of 
protein and lipids in the host (Nakamatsu and Tanaka, 2003). This would prevent 
the detachment of the wasp's eggs from the host (due to molting) and at the same 
time allow the larvae to have proper nutrients for development. The injected • 
venom also serves as a chemical cue that causes the developing females to 
cooperatively chew the host. It has been proposed that the venom of the 
parasitoid Melittobia digitata contains chemicals that elicit mutual attraction, 
aggregation, and focused chewing of the newly emerged females (Deyrup et al., 
2005). It is possible that this behavior ensures the survival of the emerged 
females. Finally, brood tenders of the fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, dispense a 
small quantity of venom on the brood surface, which presumably works as an 
antibiotic (Obin and Meer, 1985). 
7. 	Communication: The impressive ecological dominance of the insects from: the 
hymenoptera order is in part due to their eusocial organization and the underlying 
communication system (Holiclobler, 1995). From chemical trails to eliciting 
alarm responses in nest mates, hymenoptera are ideal models showing the diverse 
utility of venom when it comes to communication. For example, the ant 
Metapone species not only employs the venom for paralysis of the termite prey, 
but the venom apparatus is also used in laying foraging trails (Holldobler et al., 
2002). The sting of the African honeybees (Apis mellifera scutellata) contains 
alarm signals that elicit nest mate recruitment during defensive behavior 
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(Whiffler et al., 1988). Similar venom-triggered release of attack behavior is also 
reported for wasps such as Polybia occidentalis (Jeanne, 1981). Thus; venom 
plays an important communication role. 
8. Competition: Many organisms use their venom during intraspecific and 
interspecific competition. For example, in coral reef communities, competitive 
success is governed by many factors, with space availability being one of the 
main limiting factors (Muko et al., 2001). Therefore, antagonistic interactions 
• between different organisms are common and different strategies have evolved to 
ensure survival in these space-limited habitats (Kuguru et al., 2004). Among 
Cnidarians, some species have evolved "organs of aggression" which enable 
• them to successfully compete for the limited space that is available (Williams, 
1991). These aggression organs are found only in some members of the order 
Actiniaria (anemones) and are classified into three different groups: Acrorhagi, 
catch-tentacles, and sweeper tentacles (Williams, 1991). Even though acrorhagi 
and catch-tentacles occur in different families of anemones, they seem to have 
similar behavior and effect on the competitors. For example, when the tip of an 
expanded acrorhagi, found in some genera of anemone in the family Actiniidae, 
makes contact with another anemone, it will usually adhere to the victim while 
discharging its holotrichous nematocysts (Williams, 1991). This will cause the 
victim either to move away or completely detach from the substrate. Ultimately, 
necrosis of the tissue around the detached tip may lead to eventual death 
(Williams, 1991). Catch tentacles are another type of structure that some 
• members of anemones (Acontiaria) employ during an encounter with other 
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• anemones (Williams, 1975, 1991; Purcell, 1977). The behavior of these catch 
tentacles is similar to the acrorhagi. When the tip of the catch tentacle makes 
contact with another anemone, it will stick to it; after a while, the catch tentacle 
will slowly retract while a constriction appears at the tip where it will eventually 
break. The victim also retracts from the contact, taking with it the broken-off tip 
of the aggressor's catch tentacle. This resulting envenomation may result in 
necrosis of tissue around the attached catch tentacle and eventual death of the 
organism (Williams, 1975; Pm-cell, 1977). if the victim moves away, and is not 
in further contact with the aggressor, it may survive and the damaged tissue may 
regenerate (Williams, 1975). Studies have also shown that prolonged starvation 
of anemones transforms the catch-tentacles into ordinary tentacles (as cited in 
Williams, 1975). Thus, it can be concluded that these structures have mainly 
evolved to be used in competition but can be converted to use for obtaining food. 
Thus, given the diverse roles that venom can serve, it is evident that venom is not 
only a cocktail of chemicals, but also it is a cocktail of functions (Kardong, 2002). These 
functions address a variety of biological needs of the venomous organisms, from securing 
food to communicating with conspecifics. Venom may evolve primarily to serve a single 
need, such as predation, and then be coopted secondarily for additional roles, such as 
defense or communication. 
Venom Optimization 
According to the venom-metering (Hayes et al. 2002; Hayes 2008) or venom-
optimization (Wigger et al. 2002) hypothesis, venomous animals should use their venom 
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as economically as possible. Indeed, many studies have shown that venomous organisms 
do regulate their venom expenditure during predatory or defensive situations (Boeve et 
al. 1995; Maui et al. 1999; Hayes et al. 2002; Hayes 2008). 
Many organisms use their venom in subduing prey and/or defending themselves. 
Since their _survival depends on their ability to effectively defend and feed themselves, 
venom is of great importance for these organisms. The review of literature reveals that 
many venomous organisms seem to optimize their venom expenditure (Table 2-3). There 
are many reasons why this should be so. Venom is an important and expensive 
commodity. Metabolically speaking, it is expensive to replace venom that has been 
expended. McCue (2006) was able to show that there was a 10% increase in resting 
metabolic rate of milked snakes compared to unmilked snakes, and this increase was an 
order of magnitude greater than predicted for making. an identical mass of mixed body 
growth. Among arachnids, there is about 39% increase in the 72-h metabolic rate of 
Parabuthus transyaalicus scorpion in response to milking (Nisani et al., 2007). 
Furthermore, depleted venom supplies may render the organism unable to defend itself or 
procure additional prey (Hayes et al., 1995, 2002). Studies have shown that it' may take 
up to two weeks for some snakes to fully refill the gland if it is completely emptied 
(reviewed in Hayes et al., 2002). Also, among some spiders, the lethality of the 
'regenerating venom may remain, with normal vermin regeneration requiring 8-16 days 
(Boeve et al:, 1995). - 
Due to energetic costs associated with venom regeneration, many organisms have 
evolved means to conserve their venom. One method of conservation is restrictive use of 
sting. FOr example, Parabuthus scorpions do not immediately sting the prey upon 
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capture, and restrict their sting use only to large and struggling prey (Rein, 1993, 2003). 
Even though these studies did not directly measure the amount of venom expended, 
others have been able to measure the amount of the venom released during predatory and 
defensive situations. Malli et al. (1999) demonstrated that the spider Cupiennius salei 
changes the amount of venom it injects into prey items according to prey size and 
struggle intensity. The greater the duration and the intensity of the struggle, the greater 
the amount of venom released. Thus, these organisms, by restricting their sting use and 
subsequent venom delivery only when needed, have evolved efficient means of 
conserving venom. 
Simple organisms such as anemones and jellyfish also appear to regulate their 
venom use. The number of nematocysts that are recruited appears to be orchestrated by 
both chemical and mechanical stimuli (Kass-Simon and Scappaticci, 2002). For 
example, in Hydra, when a typical prey item such as Daphnia swims against the • 
tentacles, it causes the discharge of the nematocysts which pierce the prey. Some of the 
prey's metabolites that are released cause additional nematocysts to be discharged 
(Watson and Hessinger, 1989; Kass-Simon and Scappaticci, 2002). Finally, satiation and 
chemicals released by the food substances inhibit further discharge of nematocysts 
(Smith et al., 1974). Similar mechanisms of nematocyst release and inhibition have also 
been reported for other cnidarians. Thus, not only do these organisms utilize mechanical 
and vibrational cues in determining the number of nematocysts that are discharged, but . 
they also respond to chemical cues released by the prey, which inhibits subsequent 
discharge of nematocysts. In doing so, they ensure venom conservation (Watson and 
Hessinger, 1994; Thorington and Hessinger, 1998). 
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Numerous factors influence venom optimization in snakes (Hayes et al., 2002). 
As mentioned previously, venom is an expensive commodity and there is a metabolic 
cost associated with its replacement (McCue, 2006). Furthermore, a snake with a 
depleted venom supply might not be able to acquire more prey or defend itself against 
attacks from predators until its venom supply is restored (Hayes et al., 1995, 2002). 
Venom optimization in snakes is well documented and there are many studies 
demonstrating efficient venom use under a variety of conditions by rattlesnakes. 
Furthermore, strike context (predatory vs. defensive) influences venom expenditure. In 
predatory bites, the snakes show a relative consistency in the amount of venom expended, 
but in defensive bites at model human limbs not only is venom expenditure variable but 
there is a higher frequency of dry bites (Herbert, 1998; Hayes, 1992a; Hayes et al., 2002). 
These studies provide sufficient evidence that some snakes are able to deliver variable 
amounts of venom depending on the context of the bite (Hayes, 2008). 
Optimal foraging theory proposes that animals are designed to maximize energy 
intake while minimizing costs of procurement. Because venom is a limited commodity 
due to storage constraints and costs of production (metabolic and ecological), venomous 
animals should be judicious in the amounts they deploy when acquiring food or 
defending themselves. Prey size is an important determining variable for venom 
expenditure. Hayes et al. (1995) were able to show that northern Pacific rattlesnakes 
delivered more venom into larger mice compared to smaller ones. This study suggested 
that these snakes have intrinsic control of venom expenditure and the decision is made 
during the bite. Snakes also allocate different amounts of venom into prey from different 
species. Venomous snakes are opportunistic feeders and prey upon a wide range of 
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animals (see Klauber, 1972). Therefore, it is not surprising that snakes might use 
different types of strategies when hunting a variety of prey (Hayes et al., 2002). For 
example, prairie rattlesnakes typically strike and release mice, while they usually strike 
and hold onto sparrows of similar size (Hayes, 1992b). The snakes also inject more 
venom into these songbirds than into mice. Even though the risk of injury is higher when 
holding to the prey, these snakes do so with birds in order minimize prey loss. If the bird 
is struck and released, the chance of it being lost is considerably higher. Thus, these 
snakes inject more venom into sparrows in order to minimize injury and reduce the 
probability of losing the prey. 
In social organisms such as ants, venom use can be considered at two levels: the 
colony and the individul (Haight and Tschinkel, 2003). The worker ant must be able to 
balance its hunting success and the colony's needs, such as defending against intruders. 
Haight and Tschinkel (2003) have shown that venom use patterns in fire ants are age- and 
season-based. Worker ants tend to deliver lower doses of venom than mid-aged workers.. 
Since older workers do not synthesize as much venom as the younger ones, one would 
expect these older ants to increase their effectiveness as foragers and resource defenders 
by reducing the depletion of their limited venom supply (Haight and Tschinkel, 2003). 
The nest-defending fire ants deliver larger doses of venom in spring, corresponding to the 
presence of a higher number of sexuals (Tschinkel, 1993; Haight and Tschinkel, 2003). 
Thus, it is more important to repel threats to these sexuals in order to ensure the 
reproductive success Of the colony. This tradeoff between individual's foraging success 
and ensuring colony defense (at proper season) represents a unique type of venom 
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optimization. Unlike snakes, scorpions, and spiders, En selection seems to be the major 
force in the evolution of venom optimization in social insects such as ants. 
The ability to optimize venom use most likely has evolved due to different 
selection factors operating at the level of its contextual use. Snakes that use a strike-
release strategy may be unique in their capacity to make decisions on how much venom 
to deploy prior to striking (Hayes et al., 2002). These snakes have evolved a safe means 
to deliver their toxins while avoiding retaliation from the prey. Other organisms that 
must hold on to their prey (spiders, scorpions, and some snakes) more likely control their 
venom expenditure based on cues, such as struggle intensity, that are received from the 
prey during the envenornation process (Rein, 1993; Malli et al., 1999; Hayes et al., 2002). 
Venom optimization appears to depend also on the context and the target in 
question. For example, in contrast to predatory strikes, during defensive bites the 
duration of fang contact seems to be an important determinant of envenomation success 
(Hayes et al., 2002). The equivalent of dry defensive bites could be a type of venom 
metering that is also seen in scorpions (see Chapter 3). Scorpion stings may serve a 
defensive function, though generally as a last resort. Several defensive adaptations of 
scorpions, such as cryptic coloration and temporal avoidance of predators, decrease the 
likelihood of predation. Scorpions in general are time minimizers, spending a minimal 
amount of time in foraging and other activities outside their burrows or hiding places 
(McCormick and Polis 1990). However, despite these adaptations, encounters with 
predators can take place, and this is when their stinging can play a major defensive role. 
Scorpions can successfully defend themselves with a powerful strike at the opponent. In 
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some cases, the force alone might be enough to stun the predator, allowing the scorpion 
to retreat successfully with the need to deploy venom (Newlands 1969). 
Further research regarding the envenomation strategies of a variety of venomous 
animals will be helpful to enrich the venom metering/optimization hypothesis, as well as 
generate further discussion. 
Conclusions 
Venom as a biological product is difficult to define. Venom production and 
delivery occurs via diverse mechanisms, suggesting multiple -independent evolutionary 
events. This could be inferred because venom is distributed among various taxonomic 
groups and there are different means of production, storage, and delivery (Tables 2-1 and 
2-2). To properly classify an organism as venomous, one has to consider the mode of 
production, storage, and delivery (Table 2-1). Venom also has evolved to serve multiple 
functions and the traditional view (predation and defense) is insufficient. A review of 
venom use across various taxa shows considerable diversity, in venom function (Table 2-
2). Better appreciation of these venom roles will likely stimulate further research in the 
adaptive history of venom. 
In addition to variable venom functions, certain organisms appear to be able to 
optimize their venom expenditure (Table 2-3). The presence of such a capability is 
consistent with the considerable metabolic costs associated with synthesizing, storing and 
use of the venom. Further research in this area is expected to shed light on why and how 
different venom optimization strategies evolved. Finally, I hope that this review will 
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Table 2-1: Proposed classification scheme for toxic organisms based on toxin source 
(mode of synthesis), storage, and delivery (presence or absence of delivery apparatus). 
See text for discussion of examples. 
Classification 	 Synthesis 	Gland Apparatus Representative 
Example •  
Autoglandular-venomous 	Autogenous Present Present 	Snakes 
Autoglandular-poisonous Autogenous Present Absent Neotropical 
millipede 
Autoaglandular-venomous Autogenous Absent Present Lonomia 
Caterpillar 
Autoaglandular-poisonous Autogenous Absent Absent Meloidae 
beetles 
Heteroglandular-venomous Heterogenous Present Present Blue-ringed 
octopus 
Heteroglandular-poisonous Heterogenous Present Absent Dendrobatide 
frog 
Heteroaglandular-venomous Heterogenous Absent Present 	Hedgehog 
Heteroaglandular-poisonous 	Heterogenous Absent 	Absent Hooded pitohui 
bird 
Note: Heterogenous synthesis refers to acquiring toxins from an exogenous source. Organisms with dual 
sources of toxins (e.g., some amphibians) would be classified as "autohetero." Some species with 
heterogenous synthesis would additionally be labeled as "facultatively" venomous or toxic if individuals 
vary in whether they make use of exogenous toxins (e.g., humans that use toxin-laced spears or darts would 
be facultatively heteroglandular-venomous animals). 
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= Prey immobilization and paralysis; MC = Mate competition; OS = Offspring Survival; Comm.= Communication; Comp. = Competition 
A: (Holstein and Tardent, 1984) (Greenwood et al., 2003) (Carrette et al., 2002) (Kintneret al, 2005) (Williams, 1975, 1991) (Purcell, 1977) 
B: (Brodie, 1989) 
C: (Gall et al, 1999) (Olivera, 2002) (Stewart and Gilly, 2005) 
D: (Molinari et al, 2005) (Clark, 1975) 
E: (Rein, 1993) (Friedel and Nentwig, 1984) (Malli et al., 1999) (Norment and Vinson, 1996) (Boeve, 1994) 
F: (Holldobler et al., 2002) (Whiffler et al., 1988) (Schmidt, 2004) (Jeanne, 1981) (Nakamatsu and Tanaka, 2003) (Deyrup et al., 2005) 
(Tschinkel, 1993) (Haight and Tschinkel, 2003) (Obin and Vander Meer, 1985) 
G: (Campbell, 1983) (Chia, 1970) (Ghyoot et al., 1994) (Nichols, 1966) (O'Connell et al, 1974) 
H:(Brodie, 1989) (Watters, 2005) 
I: (Brodie et al., 1984) (Brodie, 1989) 
J: (Kardong, 1996, 2002) (Rodriguez-Robles, 1992) (Rodriguez-Robles and Thomas, 1992) (Cooper Jr., 2003) (Hayes, 1992a,b, 2008) (Hayes et 
al., 2002) 
K: (Calaby, 1968) (Grant and Temple-Smith, 1998) (Pearson, 1942) 






Cnidarians Jellyfish respond to prey-derived chemicals 
by shutting down nematocyst discharge; 
The number of nematocysts discharged 
varies with prey size and struggle intensity. 
Arachnids Spiders vary venom delivery with the 
intensity of prey struggle. 
Scorpions can use dry sting for easily 
subdued prey items. 
Smith et al. (1974); 
Thorington and Hessinger 
(1998); Watson and 
Hessinger (1994) 
Boeve (1994); Boeve et al. 
(1995); Malli et al. (1999); 
Wigger et al. (2002); 
Bub and Bowerman (1979); 




The dose of venom delivered by fire ants 
	
Haight and Tschinkel 
seems to be modulated based on age and (2003) 
season. 
Reptiles 	Rattlesnakes vary venom delivery 
	
Hayes (1992a,b, 2008); 
depending on context (predation vs. Hayes et al. (1995, 2002) 
defense), and size and species of prey. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Defensive Stinging by Parabuthus transvaalicus Scorpions: 
Threat Assessment and Venom Metering 
Abstract 
Venom is a metabolically expensive commodity that animals should use judiciously. 
Prior studies have shown that many venomous animals control, or meter, the quantity of 
venom they deploy during predatory or defensive situations. The purpose of the study 
was to clarify experimentally whether the Buthid scorpion Parabuthus transvaalicus can 
regulate defensive venom expenditure based on perceived threat level and across a 
succession of up to five stings. Scorpions were tested under two threat conditions by 
inducing them to sting repeatedly a parafilm-covered cup. The high-threat condition 
involved five sting presentations at 5-sec intervals, and the low-threat condition 
comprised five sting presentations at 5-min intervals. Venom metering appeared to be 
modulated at three levels: wet vs. dry sting, composition of venom injected, and volume 
of venom delivered. Scorpions delivered dry stings more often under the low-threat 
condition, but in both conditions were more likely to employ wet stings as the threat 
, persisted. Appearance of the venom also changed during successive stings from clear, to 
opalescent, and then milky. Scorpions ejected the milky secretion (protein-rich "venom") 
only after the limited quantity of clear section (potassium-rich "prevenom") was 
exhausted, usually after one or several low-volume stings. Scorpions also injected more 
venom per sting during the high-threat (1.38 ± 0.15 pl) than the low-threat (0.62 ± 0.07 
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pi) condition, with milky venom appearing more quickly within the sequence of five 
stings for the high-threat condition. Biochemical analysis (protein assay & MALDI-
TOF) confirmed that the profile of injected venom differed between high- and low-threat 
conditions. Thus, these scorpions regulate their venom expenditure during defensive 
stinging in the most complex manner yet described for any venomous organism, 
providing further support for the venom-metering hypothesis. 
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Introduction 
Many animals rely on behavioral trade-offs associated with perceived risk of 
predation (Lima and Dill, 1990; Caro, 2005; Lima and Steury, 2005). Studies examining 
predator risk assessment, or threat sensitivity, have focused on behavioral choice's 
involving foraging, courtship and mating, vigilance, fleeing or hiding, and defense of self 
or young. Although risk assessment has been studied most frequently in vertebrates, 
even invertebrates demonstrate behavioral responses that vary with different levels of 
threat (e.g., Taylor et al., 2005; Castellanos and Barbosa, 2006)). 
According to the venom-metering (Hayes et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008) or venom-
optimization (Wigger et al., 2002) hypothesis, venomous animals should use their venom 
as economically as possible. Venom can be viewed as a limited commodity due to 
storage constraints, metabolic costs of production, and ecological costs of depletion 
(Hayes et al., 2002; McCue, 2006; Nisani et al., 2007; Herbert, 2007). Indeed, many 
studies have shown that venomous animals regulate their venom expenditure during 
predatory or defensive situations (Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 1999; Hayes et al., 
2002; Stewart and Gilly, 2005; Hayes, 2008). Studies of snakes suggest that venom 
metering occurs with different levels of threat. When physically restrained during venom 
extractions (i.e., the head grasped by a human hand), Cottonmouths (Agkistrodon 
piscivorus) and Cobras (Naja kaouthia) inject more venom than during unrestrained 
strikes at model human limbs (Herbert, 1998; Hayes et al., 2002). Southern Pacific 
Rattlesnakes (Crotalus oreganus helleri), in contrast, expend similar quantities of venom 
in the two contexts (Rehling, 2002). 
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To date, no study has examined whether scorpions vary venom expenditure 
during defensive or predatory stinging. Studies of scorpion predatory behavior 
demonstrate that small prey easily handled by the pedipalps often are not stung, whereas 
larger and more difficult to handle prey are envenomated (Bub and Bowerman, 1979; 
Cushing and Matheme, 1980; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993, 2003). However, whether or not 
these scorpions can control the volume of venom they deliver dining a sting, or vary the 
volume with intensity of threat, remains unknown. 
When collecting venom from some scorpions, such as Leiurus quinquestriatus, 
the appearance of the initial venom tends to be transparent and, over successive stings, 
the venom becomes opalescent and finally assumes a milky-viscous appearance (notkin 
and Shulov, 1969; Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin, 1979). Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin (1979) 
demonstrated that both composition and toxicity of the secretion varied among the 
consecutive stings. Recent studies indicate that P. transvaalicus similarly secretes a 
small quantity of transparent venom (termed "prevenom") with initial stings followed by 
a milky "venom" in subsequentstings (Inceogiu et al., 2003). The prevenom contains a 
high concentration of potassium (K+) salt and small peptides, whereas the more toxic 
venom contains a high concentration of protein. These findings raise the possibility that 
scorpions might use a different venom composition in different contexts. Inceoglu et al. 
(2003), for example, proposed that the prevenom is used as an efficient predator deterrent 
and for immobilizing small prey items, thereby conserving the metabolically expensive 
venom (Nisani et al., 2007; Chapters 5 and 6) for higher levels of stimulation. 
The genus Parabuthus Pocock 1890 is an exclusively Old World scorpion, which 
includes some of the largest buthid scorpions (Prendini, 2004). Since these scorpions are 
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concentrated in some of the world's most arid regions that are sparsely populated by 
humans, the incidence of scorpion envenomation (scorpionism) is relatively low. 
Nevertheless, envenomation by these scorpions is of significant medical importance, 
particularly in western regions of southern Africa (Newlands, 1978; Bergman, 1997). 
The primary syndrome of scorpionism by Parabuthus transvaalicus is 
neuromuscular, with significant parasympathetic nervous system and cardiac 
involvement (Bergman, 1997). The venom of these scorpions is a-cocktail of water, 
salts, small molecules, peptides, and proteins (Zlotkin et al., 1978; Yahel-Niv and 
Zlotkin, 1979; Simard and Watt, 1990). The venom composition of many scorpion 
species has been characterized, with peptides having the greatest biological effects on 
target organisms. Scorpion venom toxins have been shown to be specific for 
invertebrates, vertebrates, or both (Possani et al., 1999; Inceoglu et al., 2001). Among 
the peptides present in venom, the short-chain neurotoxins (SCNs) are known to act on 
potassium and chloride channels, whereas the.long-chain neurotoxins (LCNs) mostly act 
on sodium channels (Possani et al., 1999; Del la Vega and Possard, 2004, 2005; Du 
Plessis et al., 2008). 
The purpose of the study was to clarify experimentally whether the Buthid 
scorpion P. transvaalicus can regulate defensive venom expenditure based on perceived 
threat. Thus, I examined both the volume and composition of venom delivered across a 
succession of stings at two levels of threat. 
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Materials and Methods 
Animals 
Six adult female Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions (5-10 g) were purchased 
from Hatari Invertebrates (Portal, Arizona, USA). Scorpions were housed in clear plastic . 
containers measuring 35 X 16 x 11 cm (L x w x H) with sand substrate. They were 
kept at 25 ± 1°C in a 12:12 light-dark cycle and fed one cricket per week. Prior to testing, 
scorpions were fasted for 9 days. None of the female scorpions were gravid. 
Reagents 
The following buffers were used: Buffer A (2% ACN, 98% H20, 0.065% TFA) 
and Buffer B (80% ACN, 2% H20, 0.05% TFA). 
Defensive Stinging 
Each scorpion was tested under two threat levels: high threat and low threat. The 
high-threat condition consisted of five consecutive stings separated by 5-sec intervals, 
whereas the low-threat condition consisted of five consecutive stings separated by 5-min 
intervals. These scenarios presumably represent persistent (high-threat) and less-
persistent (low-threat) attacks. Because the level of threat for the first sting was 
equivalent for the two conditions, differences in venom attributes would be anticipated 
only for stings later in the sequence. 
Scorpions were transferred individually to a 150 ml glass beaker and allowed to 
acclimate for 10 min. Scorpions were manipulated into the beaker without physically 
contacting their bodies. Each scorpion was tested twice, once in each condition with an 
inter-trial interval of 10 days. Half the scorpions were tested in the low-threat condition 
first, and the others were tested in the high-threat condition first. The entire procedure 
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involving both conditions ("first trial") was then repeated one month later "second 
trial"). 
After the scorpion was allowed to acclimate in the beaker, I provoked the 
scorpion to sting by gently touching its dorsurn with the edge of a round, parafilm-
covered plastic cup (2 cm high X  4.5 cm diameter). The cup was presented using a pair 
of 29 cm-long forceps. In all cases, the scorpion generated the stinging action on its own 
without my grasping either the metasoma or telson (the latter stimulus often provokes a 
squirt; Chapter 4). The venom injected into the container was collected and measured 
(nearest 0.1 µ1) using a sterile, calibrated, 	micropipette. I also noted the appearance 
of the secretion as clear, opalescent, or milky. I considered the clear secretion to be 
potassium-rich "prevenom," the opalescent secretion to be transitional, and the milky 
secretion to be protein-rich "venom," with relative lethality, in terms of volume, 
increasing among these three secretions (Inceoglu et al., 2003). I repeated this venom 
collection procedure for each of the four remaining stings in the sequence of five stings. 
Venom samples collected in the first trial were pooled among the individual scorpions for 
each successive sting and for each of the two conditions (thus, 10 samples were retained). 
These samples were then transferred into a microcentrifuge tube containing 0.5 ml PBS 
(pH =7) and frozen at -10°C until analysis by protein assay. The 10 samples similarly 
collected in the second trial were transferred into 0.5 ml of Buffer A, frozen at -80°C, and 




Protein mass was determined by Coomassie Protein Assay (Pierce Chemical Co., 
Rockford, Illinois). Venom standards (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 tig-m1-1) were prepared 
from the lyophilized venom of the Western Diamond-backed Rattlesnake, Crotalus atrox 
(protein = 90% dry mass; Tu, 1982). Venom standards and scorpion venom samples 
were assayed in triplicate on a 96-well flat-bottom microplate (Costar® 3595, Coring Inc., 
New York). Samples were analyzed using the protocol provided by Pierce using a 
p•Quant microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments Inc.,Winooski, Vermont, USA) at 570 
nm absorbance. The amount of protein was calculated using the following regression 
equation: . 
Pv = m A.57on. + b 	 (1) 
where Pv is the mass 01g) of protein in venom, m is the slope of the line, A570nm is the 
absorbance at 570 nm, and b is the Y-intercept. 
MALDI-TOF Analysis 
I subjected the venom samples, pooled among the six scorpions separately for 
each successive sting within high- and low-threat conditions, to MALDI-TOF using an 
Autoflex instrument (Bruker Daitonics, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). The samples 
were first dried using a speed-vacuum and then redissolved in 1 µ1 of Buffer A. The 
venom samples (1111) were loaded on the Polished Steel MALDI plate with 1111 a-cyano-
4-hydroxycinnamic acid (a-CHCA, Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri USA) and followed by 
air drying. The instrument was calibrated using Angiotensin II (MW 1047.20 Da), 
Somatostatin 28 (MW 3149.61 Da), Insulin (MW 5734 Da), Myoglobin (MW 8475.70 
Da), and Cytochrome c [M + 21-1]2+ (MW 6181.05 Da). All mass spectra were recorded, 
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with two reference peptides as internal standards, using a two-point calibration. Errors to 
the masses of the spectra were within the 0.05% range. All spectra were recorded in the 
m/z range of 1000-15000 using accelerating grid and guide wire potentials of 20000, 
19000, and 1000 Vs, respectively, and 400 ns delayed extraction setting. Because 
identifying peaks and their intensities is complicated by high frequency of noise and lack 
of preferred methods of distinguishing noise from true signal, there is no consensus on 
which properties of the spectra are truly relevant in inferring peptide abundance 
(Randolph et al., 2005); thus, interpretation of peptides present within venom samples 
was limited to presence or absence of the five major peptides identified in P. 
transvaalicus venom by Inceoglu et al. (2003). 
Statistical Analyses 
Individual stings were ranked by appearance (1 = dry or no venom, 2 = clear 
venom; 3 = opalescent venom; 4 = milky venom), which corresponded with increasing 
• level of lethality. Rather than treat the two trials as a separate variable (i.e., 
"replication"), values from each scorpion in the two different trials were averaged for 
each of the corresponding stings (when analyzed separately, the two trials yielded 
identical conclusions). I used a 2 X  5 repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; 
Zar, 1999) to investigate the effects of threat level (high threat vs. low threat) and sting 
sequence (the five successive stings) on relative lethality. Data were inspected to ensure 
that they met parametric assumptions. 
I used.two ANOVA models to examine how threat and sting sequence influenced 
these aspects of venom expenditure. The volumes of venom measured in the two 
different trials were averaged for corresponding stings. The first 2 X  5 (threat X  sting 
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sequence) repeated-measures AN-OVA considered total venom expended, and included 
all five successive stings, regardless of whether they were "dry" (no venom expended) or 
"wet" (venom expended). For this analysis, I used rank-transformed data to meet 
parametric assumptions. The second ANOVA considered only the first three wet stings; 
hence, this 2 X  3 (threat X  sequence) repeated-measures ANOVA removed the 
confounding effect of dry stings and allowed me to assess whether scoipions expulse 
variable amounts of venom. For this analysis, no data transformation was required. By 
using only wet stings, the between-sting interval sometimes increased from 5 to 10 sec in 
the high-threat condition, and from 5 to 10-15 min in the low-threat condition. Thus, the 
clear distinction between the two threat levels remained for the second and third stings 
(again, first stings were equivalent for the two conditions). 
To evaluate whether stings yielding clear secretion (prevenom) differed in volume 
from those yielding either opalescent or milky secretion, I assumed all wet stings were 
independent (dry stings were excluded) and subjected wet sting volumes to a 2 X  2 
ANCOVA, with threat and appearance (clear vs. opalescent or milky) treated as between-
subjects factors and wet sting sequence (up to five stings) treated as a cofactor. Although 
this test involved pseudoreplication, I was able to compare the volumes of the different-
appearing secretions while controlling for threat level and sting sequence. Data were 
rank-transformed for this analysis. 
I used a Spearman rank correlation to evaluate the relative complexity of venom 
delivered across the sequence of five stings. For this analysis, I pooled samples for the 
two theat levels and then summed the number of recognized peptides from P. 
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transvaalicus venom (up to five; Inceogiu et al., 2003) that were detected in each of the 
five consecutive stings. 
All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 11.5 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 
Illinois, USA), with alpha set at 0.05. For each ANOVA model, effect sizes were 
obtained as partial re values, indicating the approximate proportion of variance in the 
dependent variable explained by an independent variable or interaction (Cohen, 1988). 
Because the partial 112 values provided by SPSS summed to >1, I adjusted these values by 
dividing each by the sum of all partial 112 values for the effects tested. 
Results 
Venom Appearance 
In Table 3-1, I show the appearance of venom obtained from successive stings 
under two different threat conditions for both trials. In a typical sequence of five stings, 
the first venom to appear was clear, followed by opalescent and then milky venom. In 
some sequences, clear and/or opalescent venom did not appear. Dry stings, when they 
occurred, were usually early in the sequence, more so for high-threat (all five dry stings 
were 1st sting) than low-threat (1st sting: N =3; 2nd sting: N = 3; 3rd-5th stings: N = 4). 
Among wet stings in high threat, clear venom appeared an average of 0.67 stings (range 
0-2), opalescent 0.50 (range 0-2), and milky 3.42 (range 2-4). Among wet stings in low 
threat, clear venom appeared an average of 1.25 stings (range 0-4), opalescent 1.08 
(range 0-3), and milky 1.83 (range 0-3). A 2 X  5 (threat X  sting sequence) ANOVA 
confirmed that both threat (F1,5 12.14, p = 0.018, adjusted partial 12 = 0.39) and 
sequence (F4,20 = 30.38, p < 0.001, adjusted partial ii2  = 0.47) significantly influenced the 
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nature of stings, with the most lethal stings (milky venom) being delivered more often for 
• high threat and later in the sting sequence. There was no interaction between threat and 
sequence (F4,20 = 1.74, p = 0.18, adjusted partial 112 = 0.14). 
Venom Expenditure 
When all five successive stings were considered, the 2 X 5 (threat X  sting 
• sequence) ANOVA revealed that both threat (F1,20 = 16.79, p = 0.009, adjusted partial ri2 
= 0.47) and sequence (F4,20 = 8.61, p < 0.0001, adjusted partial ri2 = 0.38) significantly 
influenced venom expenditure (Figure 3-1). Scorpions expended more venom per sting 
in the high threat condition (mean ± 1 S.E.: 1.38 ± 0.15 	N = 30) compared to the low- 
threat condition (0.62 ± 0.074 N = 30) and more in subsequent stings compared to the 
first sting. No interaction between threat and sting sequence was detected (F2,20 = 1.71p 
= 0.19, adjusted partial ri2=  0.15). 
When I compared only the first three wet stings, the 2 X  3 ANOVA showed that 
the effect of threat (F1, 4.45,p = 0.089, partial ri = 0.47) was not significant, however, 
the effect size was substantial, especially when compared to significant effects in other 
models, suggesting that the scorpions injected more venom (nearly twice as much) per 
sting during high-threat (1.40 ± 0.18 	N = 18) compared to low-threat (0.75 ± 0.100; 
N = 18) conditions. The effect of sting sequence was small (F2,10 = 1.06, p = 0.38, partial 
ri2 = 0.18), suggesting that differences between venom expended among successive stings 
in the previous ANOVA model were largely the result of dry stings. There was no 
interaction between threat and sequence (F2,10 = 1.36,p = 0.30, partiali2 = 0.21). 
• When I treated all stings as independent, the ANCOVA model confirmed that 
threat (F1,100 = 4.82,p = 0.030, partial T12 0.05) and venom appearance (F1,100 = 21.90,p 
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<0.001, partial Ti2 = 0.18) were significant, and that sequence (F1,100 = 0.87, p = 0.35,. 
partial ri2=  0.01) was not. Stings yielding opalescent or milky secretion (1.33 ±.0.11 pi, 
N = 82) averaged 2.8-fold more volume than stings yielding clear secretion (0.47 ±.0.08 
N = 23). There were no significant interactions. Thus, the visible presence of and 
number of stings yielding prevenom depended to a large extent on whether initial stings 
were of small volume. 
Although scorpions expended similar amounts of venom on average in the first, 
second, and third stings, the volume of venom expended among successive wet stings by 
individual scorpions (not averaged for the two trials) varied substantially, with a 1.7- to 
25-fold difference (mean ± I SE; high-threat: 8.0 ± 1.9; low-threat: 6.2 ± 1.2) between 
the lowest and highest values. The coefficient of variation was 74.9 (N = 55) for all wet-
high-threat stings, 83.6 (N = 50) for all wet low-threat stings, and 86.9 (N = 105) for all 
wet stings pooled. 
Protein Assay 
When venom samples were pooled for all six scorpions to assay total protein, the 
data were not amenable to statistical analysis. For the first sting, the dry mass of protein 
expended was relatively small but similar for the high-threat (24.63 µg) and low-threat 
(28.44 µg) conditions (Figure 3-2). Under high threat, the scorpions expended the 
greatest quantity of protein with the second sting, and protein expulsion declined for 
subsequent stings (Figure 3-2). Under low, threat, the scorpions injected similar or 
increasing quantities of protein with stings two through five (Figure 3-2). Thus, the 
pattern of variation suggests that a significant interaction existed, with scorpions 
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expending protein-rich venom earlier in the sting sequence under high threat and later in 
the sting sequence under low threat. 
MALDI-TOF Analysis 
Peptide composition of the venom appeared to be similar for the two threat 
conditions, but varied considerably among the sequence of five stings (Table 3-2). Five 
potential peptides were identified based on previously published studies (Inceogiu et al, 
2003). The first sting, usually consisting of clear or opalescent venom, had only one or 
two of these identified peptides present. Venom from subsequent stings became 
increasingly more complex (Speamian's rho = 0.95, p = 0.014), with four or five of these 
identified peptides present in the last two stings. 
Discussion 
My results suggest that P. transvaalicus scorpions regulate venom expenditure at 
three levels. First, these scorpions can choose between delivering a dry or wet sting. 
Second, should they deliver a wet sting, they can control, or meter, the volume of venom 
expended, delivering more under high-threat and less under low-threat conditions. Third, 
because their stored venom is heterogeneous, they also vary the composition of the 
venom injected, delivering either potassium-rich prevenom or protein-rich venom. Thus, 
these scorpions regulate their venom expenditure during defensive stinging in the most 
complex manner yet described for any venomous organism. 
Although "dry bites" have long been recognized for snakes (Hayes et al., 2002), 
the prevalence of dry stings has not been documented previously for scorpions. My 
results suggest that dry stings can be frequent within a defensive context, and suggest 
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judicious use of venom. Because the target properties were always the same for 
consecutive stfngs, the decision not to envenomate was presumably unrelated to tactile 
cues. 
Evidence supporting the conclusion that scorpions inject more venom under 
higher threat was statistically significant only when all stings, including dry stings, were 
analyzed (p = 0.009). However, because I recognize the need to distinguish between 
decisions involving venom release (dry vs. wet stings) and quantity of venom released, I 
reanalyzed the data using only wet stings. In doing so, the difference was not statistically 
significant (p = 0.089), but the effect size was substantial, with threat level explaining 
approximately 47% of the variance in venom expenditure, a value identical to the first, 
highly significant comparison including dry stings (47%). Cohen (1988) indicated that 
an eta-square value explaining 25% or more of the variance represented a "large" effect. 
However, effect size gains relevance only within an appropriate context, which in this 
case would be comparison to other effects within the same ANOVA, or other ANOVAs 
using similar data. Clearly, the difference in significance between the two ANOVA 
models (all stings vs. wet stings only) was merely a consequence of sample size and 
degrees of freedom, as the strength of the relationship was identical. Thus, this study is 
the first to document venom metering by any scorpion. This interpretation was supported 
by the high level of variation in venom expended among consecutive stings by the same 
scorpion, which was similar to that reported among consecutive bites by venomous 
snakes (Herbert, 1998, 2007; Hayes, 2008). 
Inceoglu et al. (2003) compared the relative lethality and functional roles of P. 
transvaalicus prevenom and venom. They concluded that prevenom, which constitutes 
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roughly 5% of total venom reservoir, was extruded on the first sting and venom on 
subsequent stings. However, my results suggest a continuum in venom composition, 
with clear, opalescent, and milky venom being readily distinguished. Moreover, 
prevenom sometimes appeared for more than one defensive sting, and sometimes was 
omitted altogether. The number of stings yielding prevenom depended to a large extent 
on whether initial stings were of small volume. If the initial sting was of small volume, it 
and the subsequent sting were more likely to be comprised of prevenom. Most important, 
the sequence of venom categories expulsed varied with threat level. In the high-threat 
condition, scorpions more quickly escalated their delivery of milky venom, doing so 
earlier within the sequence of stings compared to the low-threat condition. Although 
variation in venom composition has been documented for successive stings by scorpions 
(Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin, 1979) and for successive spits by cobras (Naja pallida, Cascardi 
et al., 1999), no other venomous animal has been shown to regulate venom composition 
in different contexts (e.g., levels of threat). Parabuthus changes its venom composition 
depending on threat, but does so indirectly by metering the volume of stings. 
Collectively, these findings support the venom-metering (Hayes et al., 2002; 
Hayes, 2008), or venom-optimization (Wigger et al., 2002), hypothesis. This hypothesis 
proposes that venomous animals use their venom judiciously, and make cognitive 
decisions about how much venom to inject. Venom is an expensive commodity (Nisani 
et al., 2007; Chapter 5), and many venomous animals have been shown to be judicious in 
their venom expenditure (Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 1999; Hayes et al., 2002; Hayes, 
2008). There are reasons why scorpions should be judicious when deploying their venom 
reserves. It has been documented that venom regeneration and storage has some kind of 
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metabolic cost associated with it (Nisani et al., 2007). Moreover, it may be 
disadvantageous for a scorpion to have a depleted supply of venom. A scorpion with 
insufficient venom may be unable to capture additional prey or defend itself from against 
attack until its supply of venom has been at least partially restored. When P. 
transvaalicus venom glands are completely emptied, it usually takes 3 d for the venom 
volume to return to pre-extraction level, but another 5 d are needed for the venom to 
regenerate almost all of its essential components (i.e., peptides; see Chapters 5 and 6). 
In addition to the need for conserving a valuable commodity, the optimal amount 
of venom injected may vary with the context of use. After capturing a prey, the scorpion 
may or may not use its stinger in subduing it. Usually, small prey that could be easily 
handled by the pedipalps are not stung. Rein (1993) examined the sting use during prey 
capture by two East African scorpions, Parabuthus leiosoma and P. pallidus. These 
scorpions were selective in their sting use and only stung large/hard to handle prey items. 
Other researchers reported similar findings in other scorpion species (Cushing and 
Matheme, 1980; Casper, 1985). However, none of these studies measured the amount of 
the venom that was injected by the scorpions and only assumed that restrictive sting use 
is advantageous, because the use of sting and the following venom renewal is expensive 
from energetic point of view (Nisani et al., 2007). Defensively, the amount of venom 
delivered may vary with the identity of attacker or the level of perceived threat. This 
study addressed the latter issue and has shown that P. transvaalicus meters the amount of 
venom injected into a potential attacker. Furthermore, the odds of a dry sting during the 
first defensive sting are much higher under high-threat condition than low (Table 3-1). 
Indeed, others have shown that some buthids scorpions could successfully defend 
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themselves by striking the potential predator with a powerful blow, wherein the force 
may be sufficient in stunning the predator and allowing the scorpion to escape 
(Newlands, 1969). It should be noted that scorpions in general, and especially buthids, 
generally demonstrate a strong preference for retreat when threatened (Newlands, 1969), 
which is another indicator of venom conservation. 
Bergman (1997) reported that envenomation by P. transvaalicus had a mortality 
rate of 03%, with deaths occurring mainly in children under the age of 10 years and 
adults over 50. The prevenom portion of these scorpions has been shown to contain a 
high combination of K+ salt and some peptides that block rectifying K+ channels and elicit 
significant pain and toxicity due to massive depolarization in a mammalian model 
(Inceoglu et al., 2003). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that most severe 
envenomations occur when there are multiple stings. As the results of this study show, 
higher amounts of protein are injected if the threat is persistent. 
Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin (1997) interpreted the existence of different profiles of 
venom from the same scorpion as originating by two different mechanisms. They 
proposed that the clear venom released in an initial sting occupies the lumen of the gland, 
and is subjected to inactivation-degradation and/or reabsorption processes. Alternatively, 
they suggested that the very presence of different types of secretion is a manifestation of 
a natural sequential mode of selective venom secretion of different components. Venom 
gland morphology in scorpions has a generalized scheme, with the main differences 
occurring in the presence or absence of folds in the secretory epithelium, if present 
(Pawlowsky, 1924; Mazurkiewicz and Bertke, 1972). The lumen of the venom gland 
likely serves as an extracellular storage site for the venom. The abundant numbers of 
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membrane-bound vesicles within the lumen segregate the morphologically different 
secretory products that are presumably mixed during injection (Mazurkiewicz and 
Bertke, 1972). Kovoor (1973) demonstrated that the venom gland of the scorpion 
Buthotus judacius consists of a series of three lobes that differ in their morphology and 
histochemistry. Some of the lobes contain only acidic mucosubstances, while others 
contain acidic and protein products combined, or mainly protein. My results suggest that 
venom storage is heterogeneous; that is, peptides are not evenly distributed within the 
duct or lumen of the venom gland, as the clear prevenom always comes before the milky 
venom and the order is never reversed (Table 3-1). Whether different venom products 
are regionally secreted and stored within the gland without mixing, or secretion is 
homogenous but involves inactivation-degradation and/or reabsorption for venom 
residing in the lumen or a portion of it, remains to be determined. 
In conclusion, this study provides strong evidence that scorpions regulate venom • 
expenditure in complex ways based on the level of perceived threat. The capacity to 
make decisions regarding usage (dry vs. wet sting), quantity, and, indirectly, the quality 
(prevenom or venom) of venom injected provides further support for the venom 
metering/optimization hypothesis. 
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Table 3-1: Appearancet of venom obtained from five successive stings under low- and 
high-threat conditions by Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions. The study was replicated; 
hence, two trials are indicated. 
High Threat Stings 	 Low Threat Stings 
Scorpion Trial 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 
1 
	
1 C MMMM 
	
D C 0 M 
2 CMMMM 	OD D 0 0 
2 	1 D OMMM 	D C 0 M M 
2 0 MMMM 0MM D 
3 	1 0 MMM M 	CC 0 0 
2 D MM MM C 0 0 M 
4 	1 0 0 MMM 	C CMMM 
2 	DM . M MM C CM M M  
1 D C 'C MM' 	CDC C 
2 C 0 IVIMM C 0 MD 
1 D C CMM 	CD OMM 
2 C MMMM D 0 MM M 
1. The D, C, 0 and M correspond to dry sting, clear, opalescent and milky venom. 
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Figure 3-1: Mean (± 1 S.E.) volume of venom delivered during successive stings by 
Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions under high-threat (grey bar) and low-threat (clear 




1 st sting 	2nd sting 	3rd sting 	4th sting 	5th sting 
Figure 3-2: Dry mass of venom protein obtained from successive stings by Parabuthus 
transvaalicus scorpions under high-threat (grey bar) and low-threat (clear bar) conditions. 
Venom was pooled for six scorpions. The number above each bar represents protein 
concentration and the number at the base represents total number of wet stings from the 
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Parabutoxin, Altitoxi4, Bestoxi4 Dortoxin, Alphatoxinl (Inceoglu et al., 2003) 
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Table 3-2: Comparison of m/z values of venom composition among different Parabuthus 
transvaalicus stings wider two different (high & low) threat conditions analyzed by 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Venom Squirting Behavior of Parabuthus transvaalicus Scorpions 
(Arachnida: Buthidae) Serves a Defensive Role 
Abstract 
Many animals employ chemical spraying behavior as a defensive response. Among 
arachnids, some members of genus Parabuthus (family Buthidae) uniquely possess the 
capability of squirting (or spraying) their venom. This behavior was initially described as 
an incidental startle reflex associated with tensing of the metasoma (tail) and telson 
(terminal metasomal segment containing the stinger) muscles. The aim of our study was 
to evaluate whether P. transvaalicus possesses cognitive control of venom squirting by 
examining the threat stimuli that elicit squirting and the videotaped trajectory of venom 
expulsion. Venom squirting occurred only, but not always, when the metasoma was 
grasped by forceps. Squirting was nearly instantaneous (median = 0.23 s) following 
contact and sometimes occurred independent of metasoma or telson movement. 
Scorpions were significantly more likely to squirt when direct contact was accompanied 
by airborne stimuli, and this was more apparent in juveniles than adults. Initial direction 
of the squirt varied considerably with respect to the scorpion's orientation, and was not 
aimed toward the investigator's hand holding the forceps. Although squirts appeared as a 
brief (0.07-0.30 s, mean = 0.18 s), fine stream (<50  arc), rapid, independent movements 
of the metasoma and/or telson often increased the width of the venom stream up to 190°. 
Variable durations and velocities of up to three successive squirts suggest that these 
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scorpions regulate venom gland contraction and possibly control, or meter, venom 
expulsion. We argue that these scorpions, as a defensive measure of last resort, 




Many animals are capable of predator risk (or threat) assessment, allowing them 
to choose an appropriate response once the nature of a specific threat is identified 
(reviewed by Evans and Schmidt, 1990; Lima and Dill, 1990; Lima and Steury, 2005). 
To avoid predation, many animals rely on both primary and secondary defensive tactics 
(Ruxton et al., 2004). Primary tactics reduce initial detection, whereas secondary tactics 
render prey capture more difficult. As a secondary tactic, chemical defenses can be 
highly effective for eluding capture. When under attack, animals deploy a remarkable 
diversity of irritants, toxins, and venoms, which they sometimes spray in the direction of 
their attackers (Ruxton et al., 2004). These chemicals often temporarily immobilize or 
even kill the predator, allowing the targeted prey to escape predation. 
- A wide range of animals employ chemical spraying behavior as a defensive 
response. In some species, the chemicals are relatively non-toxic but serve an important 
defensive function. For example, the bombardier beetle (Brachinus spp.) ejects an 
extremely hot (100°C), highly noxious spray of aqueous benzoquinones as a defensive 
mechanism against would be predators (Eisner, 1958; Eisner et al., 1977). This secretion, 
accurately aimed and delivered through a pair of spray nozzles, can effectively stun a 
predator, thus allowing the beetle to escape (Eisner, 1958; Eisner and Aneshansley, 
1999). Skunks similarly expel a malodorous spray from their anal sac when threatened, 
aiming it in the direction of the aggressor (Anderson et al., 1982). 
Some species spray highly toxic venom when threatened. Spitting cobras, the 
best studied representatives among this group, accurately aim a stream of venom toward 
the eyes of an aggressor (Greene, 1988). These snakes can generate 50 or more spits in 
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rapid succession, with some spitting up to 3 m (Greene, 1988; Rasmussen et al., 1995). 
Venom contact with an eye induces immediate, intense pain and may cause subsequent 
blindness by destroying the cornea (Cham et al., 2006). Westhoff et al. (2005) 
demonstrated that a moving human face (or photo thereof), but not a moving hand, 
triggers spitting by Naja nigricollis and N. pallida. Thus, these snakes clearly target a 
vulnerable part of a potential predator. Venom spraying also occurs among a handful of 
invertebrates, but it serves predatory and reproductive functions in addition to defense. 
Among insects, foraging worker fire ants spray their venom by raising and vibrating their 
gaster to repel heterospecific ants encountered in the foraging area, while brood tenders 
spray smaller quantities onto the brood surface that works as antibiotics (Obin and 
Vander Meer, 1985). The reduviid bug Platymeris rhadamantus and two European 
vespid wasps, Vespa germanica and V. crabro, spray venoms defensively that are also 
injected into prey (Maschwitz, 1964; Eisner, 1970). For example, V. germanica and V. 
crabro spray their venom on potential aggressors, thus labeling them with an "alarm 
substance," which serves to alert other wasps to the presence of the labeled enemy 
(Maschwitz, 1964). 
Among arachnids, at least two genera of spiders spit venom. Scytodes spiders spit 
a glutinous mixture of silk, adhesive, and venom up to 2.5 cm or more to enmesh and 
immobilize both prey and predators (Jackson, 2001); however, recent study of S. pallida 
casts doubt on whether toxins are a part of this mixture (Clements and Li, 2005). 
Peucetia spiders spray a narrow stream of venom up to 20 cm for defense only, and may 
do so several times with decreasing quantities of ejecta (Fink, 1984). 
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Within another arachnid group, some scorpions of the genus Parabuthus 
reportedly squirt (spray) venom in a defensive context, but it remains unclear whether the 
squirt is reflexive or intentional (Newlands, 1974). If the venom contacts sensitive 
tissues, such as those of an eye, this behavior could potentially deter a predator. The 
reported symptoms of eye envenomation are similar to that of spitting elapid snakes that 
could result in pain and temporary blindness (Newlands, 1974). Newlands (1969) 
hypothesized that venom squirting by Parabuthus was reflexive. He speculated that 
when these scorpions are startled, caudal (rnetasomal) muscles and muscles of the telson 
surrounding the venom gland tense up, causing incidental venom expulsion. However, 
we disagree with this interpretation because a large body of evidence suggests that venom 
is an expensive commodity that animals should not expend frivolously (Hayes et al., 
2002; Wigger et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008). Venoms are often biochemically complex, 
requiring high metabolic costs for their production, storage, and regeneration (McCue, 
2006; Nisani et al., 2007). Accordingly, many animals expend their venom judiciously 
(Hayes et al., 2002; Wigger et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008). Scorpions, for example, sting 
only large and difficult to handle prey, thus conserving their venom for relevant situations 
(Bub and Bowerman, 1979; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993). When stinging defensively, 
Parabuthus scorpions rely initially on pain-inducing, potassium-rich prevenom, using 
their metabolically expensive, protein-rich venom as a last resort (Inceoglu et al., 2003). 
Thus, we hypothesized that Parabuthus venom squirting most likely serves a deliberate 
defensive function. 
To better understand the possible defensive role of venom squirting and cognition 
(decision-making) related to its use, we studied the southern African scorpion Parabuthus 
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transvaalicus Purcell. This scorpion's venom includes inorganic salts, low-molecular 
weight organic molecules, and small proteins such as neurotoxic peptides (Simard and 
Watt, 1990; Du Plessis et al., 2008). Severe envenomation by P. transvaalicus, one of 
the largest buthid scorpions (Newlands 1974), causes primarily, neuromuscular effects 
with parasympathetic nervous system and cardiac involvement (Bergman, 1997). These 
scorpions are of major medical importance in some areas of Africa. In Zimbabwe, for 
example, P. transvaalicus caused 77% of 239 cases of scorpion stings (i.e., scorpionism; 
Bergman, 1997). 
The aims of our study were twofold. First, to assess the ability of P. transvaalicus 
to regulate venom squirting, we experimentally examined the stimuli that elicit venom 
expulsion. We predicted that venom squirting would occur more frequently with higher 
levels of threat Second, to further characterize the capacity of P. transvaalicus to expel 
its venom, we measured the duration, velocity, direction, and arc (stream width) of 
venom expulsion from video recordings of venom squirting. By comparing these 
attributes 1) among consecutive squirts by the same scorpion, 2) to the other primary 
context of venom use, stinging, 3) and to those reported for spitting cobras, which 
similarly use their venom in two defensive contexts, spitting and biting, we could infer 
whether this scorpion deliberately uses venom squirting for defense against predators. 
Materials and Methods 
Experimental Subjects 
Adult P. transvaalicus scorpions (5.10 to 8.75 g; n = 8; all female) were 
purchased from Glades Herp, Inc. (Bushnell, Florida, USA), and Hatari Invertebrates 
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(Portal, Arizona, USA). Juvenile scorpions (1.36-0.77 g; n = 8; all female) were 
purchased from Hatari Invertebrates. Adults were housed in clear plastic containers 
measuring 35 x 16 x 11 cm (L X  W X H), and juveniles were housed in clear circular 
containers (diameter = 11 cm, height = 7 cm). Each cage included sand substrate and a 
wet sponge within a small plastic cup. The room was kept at 25 ± 1°C on a 12:12 light-
dark cycle. Scorpions were fed one cricket per week, but were fasted 10 days prior to 
testing and not fed for the duration of the study. None of the adult females were gravid. 
Stimuli Eliciting Venom Squirting 
Each scorpion, including both juveniles and adults, was tested twice, once in each 
of two threat conditions incorporating different stimuli. Scorpions were transferred 
individually to a 30 x 16 x 7.5 cm (L x W X  H) plastic box and allowed to acclimate 5 
min. We transferred scorpions to the box by manipulating them into a 150 ml glass 
beaker while avoiding significant body contact. For the high-threat condition, including 
both direct contact and airborne stimulation, we grasped the scorpion by the metasoma 
(tail) with a pair of 29 cm-long forceps and blew air (1 s duration) from the front and 
towards the scorpion from a distance of 3-5 cm using Falcon Dust-Off Disposable 
Compressed Gas Duster (Falcon Safety Products Inc., Branchburg, New Jersey, USA). 
The air blow simulated a larger predator attacking the scorpion. Scorpion's possess 
trichobothria, hair-like structures that react to horizontal air flow and have directional, but 
not chemosensory, sensitivity (as cited by Ignatyev et al., 1976 and MeBlinger, 1987). 
Air disturbance might be expected from the predator's limb thrusts (e.g., leg, wing) or 
respiratory exhalation. For the low-threat condition, the exact procedure was repeated 
without any air being blown. For each trial, we recorded whether the scorpion squirted 
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venom. We tested half the scorpions in the high-threat condition first, followed by the 
low-threat condition. The remaining scorpions received the opposite treatment order. 
• Preliminary analysis showed that blowing air without grasping the scorpions did not 
illicit venom squirting. The inter-trial interval was 6-7 days. 
Characteristics of Venom Squirting 
To videotape venom squirting, we tested scorpions individually in a 30 X  16 X 7.5 
cm plastic box with a black poster board background and a metric ruler taped in place 
horizontally against the background. A 100 W incandescent light within a 22 cm 
diameter metal reflector was situated 0.5 m horizontally from the box to provide 
illumination. A Panasonic digital camcorder (model PV-GS120, Panasonic, Secaucus, 
New Jersey, USA) was placed I m in front of and at a 20° angle above the plane of the 
plastic box. After transferring a scorpion to the box, we prodded the legs and body with 
forceps to manipulate it into a filming position with the body perpendicular to the camera 
and facing left. The forceps was always introduced from above and behind the scorpion 
(i.e., upper right of camera view). To induce squirting, one of us grasped the scorpion by 
the metasoma with forceps and briefly blew air towards the scorpion through pursed 
mouth and lips from a distance of about 40 cm. Over a several-minute interval, we 
provoked up to three squirts from each of the eight adult scorpions (juveniles were not 
used for this study). 
We reviewed videos frame by frame (30 frames/s) to quantify venom squirting 
characteristics. To compare responses to prodding of leg/body versus grasping of 
metasoma by forceps, we recorded for each scorpion whether stinging attempts 
(metasoma swiftly jabbed toward forceps) or squirting resulted from each form of 
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contact. For each venom squirt, we recorded: latency to squirt (s) following grasping of 
the metasoma; accompanying movement of the body (stationary or body flip) and 
metasoma and telson (stationary, anterior direction, or posterior direction); and duration 
(s), initial velocity (cm/ ), direction (initial angle, to nearest 50), and width (arc, to 
nearest 5°) of the venom stream. We determined velocityby tracking frame by frame the 
initial trajectory of the -squirt for up to 8.7 cm, but only for squirts that were perpendicular 
to the camera's view. We measured direction of the squirt clockwise relative to the 
scorpion's body (always facing left), with cephalic = 0°, upward perpendicular = 90°, 
caudal = 1$00, and downward perpendicular = 270°. We recorded direction and width of 
all squirts, even when not perpendicular to ;the camera's view.. Parallax error reduced the 
measured stream width in some cases, but should not have introduced bias to direction of 
squirt since positive or negative error (greater or lesser values) varied depending on 
quadrant of the circle. 
Statistical Analyses 
Due to small sample sizes, we relied on nonparametric tests. To examine the 
effects of stimuli eliciting venom squirting, we used the McNernar's test (Zar, 1996). We 
also used Spearman's rank correlation (Zar, 1996) to investigate the relationship between 
squirt duration and squirt velocity. All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 11.5 
(§PSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA), with alpha set at 0.05. 
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Results 
Stimuli Eliciting Venom Squirting 
The venom squirting behaviors of all three groups (juveniles, adults, and 
combined) are summarized in Figure 4-1. Majority of juvenile scorpions (87.5%) 
squirted venom under high-threat conditions, with both direct contact and airborne 
stimuli, but none (0%) squirted under low-threat conditions in the absence of airborne 
stimuli (p = 0.016). Among adults, there was a higher incidence of venom squirting 
under high-threat (87.5%) compared to low-threat (25%) conditions, but the difference 
only approached significance (p = 0.06). When juveniles and adults were pooled, the 
incidence of squirting under high threat (87.5%) was significantly greater than that of the 
low-threat (12.5%) condition (p < 0.0001). Although not videotaped for behavioral 
analysis, we observed no overt differences in behavior between the two treatments other 
than likelihood of venom squirting. 
Characteristics of Venom Squirting 
When prodded by forceps on the legs and body, video review confirmed that all 
(100%) of the eight adult scorpions initiated sting movements with no venom expulsion, 
and none (0%) squirted venom. When the metasoma was grasped with simultaneous air 
stimulation, six. (75%) squirted venom (though not always diming the first grasp) and -two 
(25%) made only sting movements. Thus, squirting was clearly associated with grasping 
of the metasoma (p = 0.031). Four (67%) of the six scorpions that squirted delivered 
• multiple squirts, with one yielding three squirts. Thus, 11 squirts were videotaped for 
analysis, and the characteristics of each are summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Squirts occurred almost instantly (0.10-1.19 s, median = 0.23 sec) once the 
metasoma was grasped, almost always within 1 s. Mean (± I SE) duration of the first 
squirt (0.21 ± 0.04 s,N= 6) was somewhat greater than that of the second (0.15 ± 0.05 s, 
N= 4) and third squirts (0.07 s, N= 1), but these differences resulted largely from 
scorpion F, whose second and third squirts were substantially briefer than the first (Table 
• 4-1), reflecting possible venom depletion. The two consecutive squirts by scorpions A, 
B, and C were more consistent in duration, with the second squirt of scorpion A being 
50% greater in duration than that of the first (Table 4-1). Mean velocity of the first squirt 
• (81.2 ± 20.7 cm/s, N = 4) was also somewhat greater than that of the second squirt (65.1 
± 10.7 cm/s, N= 2), though the second squirt of scorpion A was of more than two-fold 
greater velocity. When all squirts were pooled, there was a significant positive 
correlation between squirt duration and velocity (rs2 = 0.78, p = 0.019,N= 6). 
Venom trajectories during squirting depended largely on associated movements of 
the body, metasoma, and/or telson (Table 44; Figure 4-2). During venom expulsion, the 
• scorpion was relatively stationary but sometimes (36% of 11 squirts) flipped its entire 
body. In some cases (squirts A-1 and B-2), venom expulsion occurred in the complete 
absence of movement by the body, metasoma, or telson. Initial direction of the squirt 
varied considerably (upward/cephalic = 45%; upward/caudal = 9%; downward/caudal = 
18%; downward/cephalic = 27%); thus, squirts were not aimed toward the investigator's 
hand holding the forceps. Squirts appeared as a fine stream (<5° arc), but rapid, 
independent movements of the metasoma (anterior direction = 27%, posterior = 18%) 
and/or telson (anterior = 45%, posterior = 9%, both directions = 9%) often increased the 
width of the venom stream up to 190°, thereby creating a more diffuse spray. Among the 
various measures of venom expulsion, stream width was most variable (see coefficients 
of variation, CV, Table 4-1). 
Discussion 
The results of this study support our hypothesis that P. transvaalicus possesses 
cognitive control of venom squirting and relies on it for a defensive function. Scorpions 
were significantly more likely to squirt venom when direct contact was accompanied by 
airborne stimuli, and were capable of squirting with or without accompanying movement 
of the metasoma or telson. We argue that behaviors associated with venom squirting 
increase the likelihood that venom makes contact with sensitive tissues of the predator, 
particularly its eyes. We also conclude that scorpions regulate venom expulsion 
differently for stinging and squirting, and possibly control, or meter, how much is 
expended. 
Scorpions perceive their environment through a variety of sensory channels. 
Brownell and Farley (1979a, b) demonstrated that Paruroctonus mesaensis uses the 
sensory hairs found on the tarsi, which are excited by substrate vibration, in localizing 
their prey items. Trichobothria are hair-like sensory structures that respond to the 
movements and vibration of air, and their location on the pedipalps results in efficient 
detection and location of other scorpions and of prey iterns as well as recognition of a 
threatening stimulus (Hjelle, 1990). This ability to recognize a threat stimulus could 
explain the higher incidence of venom squirting under the high-threat compared to the 
low-threat treatment (Figure 4-1). 
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Scorpions are preyed upon by both invertebrates and vertebrates (Polis et al., 
1981; McCormick and Polis, 1990). Among the vertebrates that feed on scorpions, many 
resist counterattack by being immune to the effects of scorpion venoms and/or by 
breaking off the metasoma to avoid being stung (McCormick and Polis, 1990). 
Grasshopper mice (Onychomys sp.), for example, avoid the scorpion sting by pinning and 
then biting the scorpion's metasoma (Eisner and Meinwald, 1966; Langley, 1981). Rowe 
and Rowe (2006) demonstrated that grasshopper mice orient their attack differently for 
different prey items, grabbing crickets mainly by the body but usually seizing scorpions 
by the metasoma. This suggests that grasshopper mice recognize the scorpion's stinger 
as a defensive weapon and respond by directing the attack to the scorpion's tail (Rowe 
and Rowe, 2006). By attacking the tail, the predator also places its vulnerable tissues—
the eyes, and possibly the nose and mouth as well—in close proximity to any squirted 
venom. Since most of the venom squirted was towards the cephalic region, it is 
reasonable to conclude that predator's vulnerable tissues would be affected by the 
squirted venom. This could temporally stun the predator and allowing the scorpion to 
escape. 
Our results suggest that venom squirting normally results only when the tail is 
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grasped, and occurs more readily when trichobothria are simultaneously stimulated by 
airborne stimuli. Further, venom squirting is clearly independent of metasoma or telson 
movement. The squirted venom comprises a fine stream (<50  arc) that is not consistently 
aimed towards the threat. However, rapid, simultaneous, and independent movements by 
the metasoma and/or telson during squirting frequently increases the width of the venom 
stream to up to 190°. These movements create a more diffuse spray, increasing the 
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likelihood of venom contact with the predator's eyes. This behavior is somewhat 
analogous to the fast, undulating head movement of spitting cobras during venom-
spitting, which increases—the probability of at least one eye of the aggressor being hit 
(Westhoff et al., 2005). Predator inhalation of the squirted venom could additionally 
irritate the respiratory system. We found that, when milking these scorpions, a protective 
mask was needed to avoid such irritation and, presumably, hypersensitization. 
According to the venom-metering (Hayes et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008), or venom-
optimization (Wigger et al. 2002), hypothesis, venomous animals should use their venom 
judiciously. Indeed, many studies demonstrate that animals cognitively regulate venom 
expenditure during predatory or defensive situations (Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 
1999; Hayes et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008). Our findings suggest that scorpions possibly 
optimize venom delivery when squirting in two ways. First, the scorpions are judicious 
in whether or not they squirt venom, and do so only as a measure of last resort. By 
squirting venom only when the tail is grasped by the predator, a point of eminent 
disarmament if the metasoma is broken off, the scorpion conserves its venom (unless 
preceded by stings) until it can maximize deployment effectiveness, delivering it in close 
proximity to the predator's sensitive tissues (the eyes and nose). The scorpions are more 
inclined to rely on squirting when additive stimuli (both contact and airborne) confirm 
the proximity and relative threat of the predator. Second, although we did not measure 
quantities of venom squirted, we documented variation in the duration and velocity of 
venom flow of successive squirts, which suggests that scorpions can regulate venom 
gland contraction. Similar variation described for venom expulsion by snakes (Hayes, 
2008; Hayes et al., in press) suggests the possibility that scorpions might make decisions 
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about how much venom to deliver, or meter, with individual squirts; however, further 
study is needed to explore this possibility. Spitting cobras can regulate the duration of 
venom gland contraction, allowing them to eject substantial and variable quantities of 
venom when biting, and much smaller and relatively consistent quantities when spitting 
(Hayes et al., in press). Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions expend variable quantities of 
venom when stinging (volume of venom: CV = 86.5 for N = 105 "wet" stings, i.e., "dry" 
stings excluded; Chapter 3) and squirting (duration of venom flow: CV = 55.9; Table 4-
1), but because we did not measure the volume of squirts, we cannot conclude whether 
scorpions meter different quantities of venom in the two contexts (stinging versus 
squirting). However, we can infer a difference based on the appearance of venom ejected. 
When stinging, P. transvaalicus typically expuises clear, potassium-rich "prevenom" for 
the first sting or two (Inceoglu et al.; 2003; Chapter 3). With subsequent stings, the 
scorpion ejects whitish, protein-rich "venom." When squirting, in contrast, P. 
transvaalicus always ejects only the whitish, protein-rich venom. Thus, we conclude that 
this species not only possesses cognitive control of whether 'or not to release venom in 
both stinging and squirting contexts, but also, analogous to the spitting cobra, regulates 
venom expulsion differently for stinging ,and squirting. 
Our results suggesting cognitive control of venom squirting contradict the 
assertion that venom squirting is purely a reflex mechanism in these scorpions, and not 
under voluntary cOntrol (Newlands, 1969). Newlands_proposed that squirting occurs 
incidentally as metasomal muscles and muscles of the telson surrounding.the venom 
gland tense up when the scorpion is disturbed. Our observations demonstrate that the 
likelihood of squirting varies with level of perceived threat. Moreover, venom squirting 
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can occur with or without concomitant movement (increased tension) of either the 
metasoma or telson (Table 4-1). A closer inspection of the scorpion's metasomal 
muscular system further supports our assertion that contraction of the telson muscles is 
independent from those in the rest of metasoma. Each metasomal segment (excluding the 
telson) contains a pair each of flexor muscles, extensor muscles, ventrolateral muscles, 
and dorsal ventral muscles that are responsible for controlling movement of the segment 
(Bowerman, 1972a, 1972b; Root, 1990). A pair of muscle receptor organs found in each 
segment provides extensive proprioceptive information for metasomal segments I 
through IV, With the exception of the telson (Bowerman, 1972a). The muscles around 
the paired venom glands found in the telson portion of the metasoma are responsible for 
releasing venom from the aculeus, and contracting these muscles appears to be under the 
control of myoepithelial cells, though further investigation is needed (Mazurkiewicz and 
Bertke, 1972). Therefore, a simple contraction of one muscle group, such as any in 
metasomal segments I through IV, would not necessarily elicit a similar action in another 
muscle group, such as the telson, as asserted by Newlands (1969). The actual stinging 
movement, and possibly squirting behavior, may be under the control of giant neurons, 
but unfortunately we know very little about this motor system (Root 1990). 
In conclusion, these scorpions appear to regulate venom expenditure during 
defensive squirting. Whether the amount of venom squirted is also regulated remains to 
be seen. The adaptive significance of controlling venom release is supported by the 
venom optimization hypothesis, which our data seem to be in compliance with. 
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Table 4-1: Characteristics of up to three consecutive venom squirts from adult 
Parabuthus transvaalicus: latency to squirt after being grasped by forceps; accompanying 
movement by body, metasoma (= tail), and telson (= terminal segment with stinger); and 
duration, initial velocity, initial angle, and arc (width) of squirt.  
Scorpion- Latency 	Movemene 	Duration Velocity Initial 	Squirt 
squirt # 	(s) Body Metasoma Telson 	(s) 	(cm/s)b 	angle arc 
A-1 0.23 	S 	S 	S 0.10 34.2 800 	<5. 
A-2 	 0.10 BF S S 	0.15 	75.8 	40° 5. 
B-1 0.30 	BF 	A 	A 0.09 ...... 310° 	90° 
B-2 	 0.23 S S S 	0.08 	54.4 	230° <5. 
C-1 0.13 	BF 	S 	P,A 0.30 134.8 V325° 	190° 
C-2 	 0.30 S A A 	0.28 	___ 	45° 10° 
D-1 0.20 	S 	A 	A 0.30 ___ 165° 	50° 
E-1 
V V 	
1.19 S S A 	0.20 	74.6 	235° V 	V 10° 
F-'1 	 0.10 	S 	P 	A 0.28 81.2 100 90° 
F-2d ___ S P S 	0.08 	___ 	80° 	40° 
F-3 	 0.56 	BF 	S 	P 0.07 ...... 3500 20° 
Mean ± 1 	0.33± 0.18± 	75.8± 	170°± 	47°± 
SE 	 0.10 
 
0.03 13.8 38° 17° 
Median 	0.23 	___ 	....... 	....., 	0.15 	75.2 	1650 	20° 
Coeff. of 98.6 	 55,9 	44.5 	74.0 	122.6 
variation 
a S = stationary, BF = body flip, A = anterior movement; P = posterior movement. 
b Measured only when the squirt began at an angle perpendicular to the camera view. 
Clockwise relative to scorpion's body: cephalic = 0°, upward perpendicular = 900 , 
caudal = 1800, downward perpendicular = 270°; see Figure 5-2). 






























Figure 4-1: Venom squirting responses of juvenile (n =8) and adult (n = 8) Parabuthus 
transvaalicus scorpions and both groups combined (n = 16), during low-threat (clear bar) 
versus high-threat (grey bar) conditions. High-threat included both direct contact 
(grasped by metal forceps) and airborne (air blown) stimuli, whereas low-threat included 
only direct contact stimuli. 
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F-1 0.03 	 F-1 0.07 
Figure 4-2: Venom squirts by two adult Parabuthus transvaalicus, with elapsed time in 
seconds. Squirt F-1 demonstrates a stationary body and a wide venom arc with 
metasoma (tail) movement in posterior direction (0.03-0.26 sec) and telson (terminal 
segment with stinger) movement in anterior direction (0.20-0.26 sec). Squirt C-1 
demonstrates a wide venom arc during a body flip that began with the scorpion facing 
left. Squirts correspond to F-1 and C-1 in Table 4-1. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Metabolic Cost of Venom Regeneration* 
Abstract 
Scorpion venom has many components, but is mainly made up of water, salts, small 
molecules, peptides, and proteins. One can reasonably assume that the production and 
storage of this complex secretion is an expensive metabolic investment. However, to 
date, no study has addressed the costs associated with the regeneration of venom by 
scorpions. Using a closed-system respirometer, we examined the difference in oxygen 
consumption between milked and unmilked scorpions to determine the metabolic costs 
associated with the first 72 h of subsequent venom synthesis. During this time period, 
milked scorpions had a significantly higher (39%) metabolic rate than unmilked 
scorpions. The regenerated venom from a second milking had significantly lower (74%) 
protein concentration, suggesting that venom regeneration was incomplete after 72 h. 
The protein content in the regenerated venom was not correlated with oxygen 
consumption. The significant increase in oxygen consumption after milking supports 
existing hypotheses about the metabolic cost associated with venom regeneration and 
•provides further insight on why scorpions appear to be judicious in their stinger use. 
• * This study was published as: Nisani, Z., Dunbar, S.G., & Hayes, W.K., (2007). Cost of 
venom regeneration in Parabuthus transvaalicus (Arachnida: Buthidae). Comparative 
- Biochemistry and Physiology, Part A, 147:509-511 
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Introduction 
The toxic properties of scorpion venom have attracted researchers from the 
clinico-pathological and chemico-phamiacological perspectives. Numerous studies have 
shown that scorpion venom is a mixture of water, salts, small molecules, peptides and 
proteins (Zlotkin et al., 1978; Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin, 1979; Simard and Watt, 1990). 
The venom composition of many scorpion species has been characterized, with peptides 
having the greatest biological effects on target organisms. Scorpion venom toxicity has 
been shown to be specific for invertebrates, vertebrates, or both (Possani et al., 1999; 
Inceoglu et al., 2001). 
Production and storage of protein-rich venom are an expensive metabolic 
investment, especially for organisms that live in extreme environments (Inceogiu et al., 
2003; McCue, 2006). Variation in sting use suggests that scorpions regulate venom 
expenditure (Bub and Bowerman, 1979; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993). Rein (1993) for 
example, demonstrated that Parabuthus liosoma and P. pallidus used their stinger only if 
the prey item was difficult to handle. Large larvae of the Yellow Mealworm Beetle, 
Tenebrio molitor, were stung more often than smaller larvae (which were often not 
stung), presumably because the larger larvae struggled more intensely. Similar patterns 
of stinger use have been described in other scorpions such as Hadrurus arizonensis (Bub 
and Bowerman, 1979), Paruroctonus boreus (Cushing and Matheme, 1980), and 
Pandinus imperator (Casper, 1985). 
Although previous investigations with scorpions did not measure venom 
expenditure, other studies have done so with spiders and snakes (Malli et al., 1999; Hayes 
et al., 2002; Wigger et al, 2002). For example, Mani et al. (1999) by artificially 
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controlling the struggle intensity of crickets (as prey) and using enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) were able to show that the Wandering Spider, Cupiennius 
salei, delivered more venom into prey items that struggled more intensely. Since C. salei 
controls the amount of venom that it injects, this suggests that the spider regulates the 
• amount of venom expended during predatory bites (Boeve et al., 1995; Malli et al., 
1999). These studies support the venom optimization hypothesis, which infers that 
• spiders use their venom as economically as possible (Wigger et al., 2002). Thus, despite 
our lack of knowledge about how much it costs to make and store venom, evidence from 
previous studies suggests that venom is an expensive commodity. 
To date, only one study has quantified the metabolic expenditure associated with 
the process of venom regeneration. McCue (2006) showed that North American pitviper 
shakes completely milked of their venom had a 10% increase in their resting metabolic 
rate during the first 72 h of venom regeneration. This metabolic increase was an order of 
magnitude greater than metabolic costs associated with producing an identical mass of 
body tissue. 
• The aim of this study was to examine the metabolic cost associated with venom 
regeneration by measuring the oxygen consumption of P. transvaalicus in a closed-
system respirometer. We also examined whether the protein content of initially milked 
venom differed significantly from the venom 'regenerated after 72 h. Finally, we 
considered whether there was any correlation between the amount of protein inthe 
regenerated venom and the scorpion's metabolic rate: 
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Materials and Methods 
Animals 
Adult Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions (1 male and 10 female) were purchased 
from Glades Herp, Inc. (Bushnell, Florida, USA) and Hatari Invertebrates (Portal, 
Arizona, USA). The scorpions were housed in clear plastic containers measuring 35 X  16 
11 cm (L X  W X H) with sand substrate. They were kept at 25 ± 1°C in a 12:12 light- 
dark cycle and fed one cricket per week. Prior to testing, scorpions were fasted for 7 
days. None of the female scorpions were gravid, and all the specimens used were from 
5.10 to 8.75 g. Preliminary analyses demonstrated no difference in oxygen consumption 
between male and females used in this study. 
Metabolic Chamber and Oxygen Consumption 
The experimental chamber was a 5 X  42 cm (D L) transparent PVC pipe (US 
plastic), with both ends sealed with rubber stoppers. One rubber stopper was drilled to 
insert a 1.8 cm (D) oxygen probe through it. A small glass vial (2.2 X  6 cm) with two 
holes (5 mm) drilled into the top was placed inside the tube opposite the probe. The vial 
contained Ascarite and Dtierite to remove CO2 and water vapor, respectively. The entire 
chamber was submerged in a 30 L water bath. Two, 2.7 kg bricks kept the chamber 
underwater, and a heated immersion circulator (VWR, #1112A, Westchester, 
Pennsylvania, USA) controlled the temperature. The chamber was monitored for air 
leaks and was found to be completely sealed. 
Oxygen consumption was measured under a 12:12 light-dark cycle at 25 ± 0.5°C 
with a TPS 90D dissolved oxygen meter (TPS, Queensland, Australia) in a closed-system 
respirometer. Prior to testing, the scorpion was placed in a cylindrical plastic chamber 
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measuring 5 X  8.5 cm (D X  L) with multiple holes (3 mm) in both ends. The chamber 
minimized the animal's movement. Each scorpion was tested once under each of two 
different treatments: milked and unmilked. The treatment order was random for each 
scorpion with 21 days separating,the two trials. 
For the unmilked treatment, the scorpion was weighed and placed in the plastic 
chamber, which in turn was inserted in the experimental chamber at a distance of 8 cm 
from the oxygen probe. Oxygen consumption was measured for 72 h with readings 
logged every 30 min. The unmilked scorpions were allowed to acclimate for 30 min 
before starting the readings. To minimize possible circadian rhythm effects, all trials 
were initiated between 0800 and 1100 h, during the light period. 
For the milked treatment, each scorpion was first weighed and then re-weighed 
after the initial milking. The scorpion was milked by having it sting a parafilm-covered 
microcentrifuge tube (1 m1). This was done by securing the telson with forceps and 
repeatedly pushing the vesicle against the parafilm without removing the aculeus 
(stinger). We refrained from using electrostimulation since this method may unduly 
stress the scorpions, so much so that it may cause premature death to the animal (Berea, 
per. comm.; ZN, unpublished data). Venom released with this technique is likely to 
represent defensive venom expenditure, more than predatory stinging. The venom was 
collected using a sterile microcapillary pipette and transferred into a separate 
microcentrifuge tube containing 0.5 ml distilled water. The sample was frozen at -10°C 
and stored until the analysis could be done. Milked scorpions were treated the same way 
as unmilked ones, except milked animals were allowed to acclimate for 2 h instead of 30 
minutes. This was done to ensure that the scorpion was well rested from the effects of 
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the milking process. Preliminary analysis of two unrnilked scorpions agitated by shaking 
in a small beaker for 30 min showed that oxygen consumption returned to baseline values 
within 2 h (mean = 35.60 ± 3.11 gl 02.e.h-1). 
After 72 h in the metabolic chamber, each scorpion was removed and reweighed. 
The milked scorpions were milked once again to determine how much venom was 
regenerated and weighed again after the milking. The venom collected was treated the 
same way as previously described. 
• Metabolic rates were calculated after 72 h from oxygen consumption using the 
following equation from Vleck (1987), with modifications to adjust for the mass of each 
scorpion and differences in apparatus: 
MR = V02 - g--1 • fl 	 - 	(1) 
where MR is the mass-specific metabolic rate, V02 is the volume of oxygen consumed, g 
is the scorpion mass, and t is the time in hours. We also calculated metabolic rates in six, 
12 h periods from the 72 h data. 
Venom Measurements 
We obtained two measures of venom: wet mass and protein mass. Wet mass 
(nearest 0.01 g) was determined by weighing the scorpion on an analytical balance before 
and after venom milking. Protein mass was determined by Coomassie Protein Assay 
(Pierce Chemical Co., Rockford, Illinois). The venom standards (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 
gg•m1-1) were prepared from the lyophilized venom of the Western Diamondback 
Rattlesnake, Crotalus atrox (protein = 90% dry mass; Tu, 1982). Venom standards and 
scorpion venom samples were assayed in triplicate on a 96-well flat-bottom microplate 
(Costar® 3595, Coring Inc., New York). Samples were analyzed using the protocol 
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provided by Pierce using a IlQuant microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Inc.) at 570 
nm absorbance. The amount of protein was calculated using the following regression 
equation: 
P V = M • A570nm b 	 (2) 
where Pv is the mass (µg) of protein in venom, m is the slope of the line, A570nm is the 
absorbance at 570 nm, and b is the Y-intercept. Protein concentration was measured as 
m.g.m1-1 (assuming specific gravity = 1.0, such that 1 mg wet mass = 1 .11 volume). 
Venom measurements were obtained twice from each animal, including the initial venom 
extraction and the subsequent milking 72 h later. 
Data Analysis 
Because the data met parametric assumptions, a paired t-test was used to compare 
the metabolic rate of milked and unmilked scorpions after 72 h (Zar, 1999). The same 
analysis was utilized to test for differences in scorpion mass for each treatment group and 
to compare protein concentration in initially milked venom and the subsequent venom 
sample collected after 72 h. A Pearson correlation was employed to investigate the 
relationship between metabolic rate and the amount of protein in the regenerated venom 
(Zar, 1999). 
We used a 2 X  6 repeated-measures ANOVA to investigate the effects of 
treatment (milked vs. unmilked) and time (the six successive, 12 h periods) on metabolic 
rate (Zar, 1999). For this analysis, we used rank-transformed data to meet parametric 
assumptions, with treatment being a within-subjects factor and time being a between-
subjects factor. Effect sizes were obtained as partial 12 values, indicating the 
approximate proportion of variance in the dependent variable explained by an 
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independent variable or interaction (Cohen, 1988). Because the partial 112 values 
provided by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) summed to >1, we 
adjusted these values by dividing each by the sum of all partial 112 values for the effects 
tested. 
All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 11.5 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 
Illinois, USA), with alpha set at 0.05. 
Results 
Metabolic Rate of Unmilked and Milked Scorpions 
In Table 5-1, we show that milked scorpions had a significantly (39%) higher 
mean metaboliC rate than unmilked scorpions (mean = 50.29 and 36.12 pi 02-g-1•11-1, 
respectively; 110 = 7.0, p < 0.0001). In spite of milking, no significant difference was 
observed in the mass of milked and unmilked scorpions (mean = 6.25 and 6.63 g, 
respectively; t10 = 1.48, p = 0.170; Table 5-1). The ANOVA revealed that the milked 
scorpions had higher metabolic rates throughout the 72 h time period (Figure. 5-1), with 
the main effect of treatment being highly significant (F1,10 = 38.569,p < 0.001, partial ri2 
= 0.77). However, the main effect of time (F5,50 = 1.857,p = 0.119, partial 12 = 0.16) and 
lack of an interaction between time and treatment (F5,50= 0.789p = 0.562, partial if = 
0.07) indicated that metabolic rates were consistent during the 72 h period.  
Venom Measurements and Metabolic Rate 
An equal volume of venom was obtained from the initial milking when compared 
with the milking after 72 h (mean = 39.69 and 37.23 pti., respectively; t10 = 0.24,p = 
0.815). However, the venom from the initial milking had approximately four-fold higher 
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protein content than the venom regenerated after 72 h (mean = 2.30 and 0.60 magi 
respectively; tio = 3.88,p = 0.003) (Table 5-2). No correlation was detected between the 
amount of protein in the regenerated venom and the metabolic rate measured over the 72 
h time period (rii= 0.133,p = 0.696). 
Discussion 
We found that Parabuthus transvaalicus incurred considerable metabolic cost 
when replenishing its venom. Scorpion venom is a complex mixture containing mucus, 
inorganic salts, low-molecular weight organic molecules, and many different small 
proteins, with the latter being neurotoxins (Muller, 1993; Debont et al., 1998). Studies of 
other venomous animals, such as snakes, suggest that the relatively high metabolic cost 
may reflect both the indirect costs of catabolizing and mobilizing endogenous materials 
and the direct costs of secretion up-regulation (c.f., Secor et al., 1994), synthesis of 
complex components (Bdolah, 1979), and secretion of the toxic components into 
extracellular compartments (Mackessy, 1991). 
Although venom regeneration required a 39% increase in metabolic rate 
compared to the unmilked condition, our measurements likely underestimated the actual 
cost of venom synthesis by scorpions. The protein concentration of venom was not fully.  
restored 72 h after milking, the metabolic rate did not return to baseline within 72 h, and 
no correlation was detected between metabolic cost and protein content of the 
regenerated venom. However, we concede that the cost for venom regeneration might be 
less than what we measured for scorpions that deploy much smaller quantities of venom. 
Still, we recognize that venom regeneration is a process that possibly includes the 
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production of indole compounds, neutral and acidic mucosubstances, and that the 
synthesis and movement of these molecules is likely to have associated metabolic costs 
• beyond protein production (Tu, 1977; Halse et al., 1980; Farley, 1999). At present, we 
do not know how much of the total venom available is expended during typical predatory 
or defensive encounters. The quantity of venom we extracted (mean = 400) was higher 
than values obtained in other studies (Inceogiu et al., 2003; mean = 22 	scorpion size 
not indicated). Although we assume our milking procedure fully depleted the venom 
reserve, we may not have done so for several or all scorpions. In the only other study to 
address the cost of venom synthesis, McCue (2006) similarly measured the metabolic 
rates of North American pitvipers during the first 72 h of venom regeneration. He 
likewise concluded that the 10% increase was an underestimate of the actual cost. 
While we acknowledge that both milking and pre-chamber handling of scorpions 
is stressful, our data suggest that metabolic rates of both milked and unmilked scorpions 
returns to steady state with 24 h and despite this, milked scorpions continued to have a 
higher metabolic rate than unmilked scorpions. Oxygen consumption rates measured for 
the unmilked Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions in our study corresponded to reported 
values in the literature for other Parabuthus species. Robertson et al. (1982) and Bridges 
et al. (1997) measured oxygen consumption rates of P. villosus at several temperatures. 
From their results, we extrapolated that at 25° C, mean oxygen consumption was 
approximately 30 gl 0214. and 50 p1 021-1•11-1, respectively, for the two studies. 
These values are consistent with what we obtained from our unmilked scorpions (36 Ill 
02.g-11-1, Table 5-1). The agreement of these values increases our confidence in the 
• oxygen consumption measurements obtained in the current study. 
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Understanding the metabolic expense associated with venom regeneration is 
important in understanding why scorpions judicially use their stingers (Rein, 1993). 
Although venom optimization Ilas not been directly measured in scorpions as it has in 
spiders (Malli et al., 1999; Wigger et al. 2002), restrictive stinger use in scorpions 
suggests that scorpions optimize venom expenditure. The restrictive sting use in 
scorpions is likely advantageous from an energetic point of view (Rein, 1993), as 
discussed above, but may also be advantageous from an ecological perspective. 
Scorpions that expend excessive venom, for example, may be left with insufficient 
reserves to secure additional food or to adequately defend themselves (c.f., Hayes et al., 
2002). Moreoever, scorpions having less-toxic, protein-depleted venom might be less 
efficient in venom use. 
Boeve et al. (1995) demonstrated that the newly-regenerated venom of the spider, 
Cupiennius salei, not only had lower protein concentrations compared to older venom 
(initial milking), but also showed less acute symptoms when injected into crickets. The 
need for biochemically efficient venom could explain the lack of surface activity reported 
in post-ingestive scorpions. In field enclosures, desert grassland scorpions, Paruroctonus 
utahensis, returned to the surface an average of 20.3 days following meal consumption, a 
period of time far exceeding that required to digest their meals (Bradley, 1982). Since 
the digestive pause was not shown to be a possible explanation for this long, post-feeding 
interruption of surface activity, it may be reasonable to suggest that this surface time 
minimization might be a response to predation risk (Bradley, 1982). The danger of 
cannibalism, along with predation, plays an important role in controlling scorpion activity 
patterns (Polls, 1980). The biosynthesis of protein in venom seems to be slower than 
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regeneration of total venom volume (Boeve et al., 1995). Therefore, the apparent time 
minimization could be due to the time required to produce venom lethal enough to protect 
the scorpion from predators. 
In summary, the high metabolic cost associated with venom regeneration could 
explain, at least partially, why scorpions seem to use their stinger only when prey items 
are difficult to handle. The increased cost associated with venom production is central to 
the venom optimization hypothesis. Moreover, the lack of biochemically efficient venom 
could explain why, after feeding, scorpions will seek shelter to minimize contact with 
predators or conspecifics that could result in cannibalism. Future studies looking at long-
term venom regeneration, along with the chemical profile of regenerated venom, will 
further elucidate the costs associated with venom production and use by these scorpions. 
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Table 5-1: Comparison of mean (± I S.E.) scorpion mass and metabolic rate (MR) for 
milked versus unmilked Parabuthus transvaalicus. 
Group 	 N 	Mass (g) 
Unmilked 11 6.63 ± 0.32 
Milked 	 ii 	6.25 ± 0.21 
MR (1.11 0214-h" )  
36.12 ± 2.88 
50.29 ± 3.30* 
*p < 0.0001 
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Figure 5-1: The mean (± 1 S.E.) metabolic rate (111 021-1-h4) for milked (*) and 
unmilked (N) scorpions for every 12 h post-milking. N = Ii for each treatment. 
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Table 5-2: Comparison of mean (± 1 S.E.) volume of venom and protein concentration in 
initially milked venom and venom regenerated after 72 h.  




39.69 ± 9.23 
	
69.87 ± 8.84 	2.30 ± 0.32 
Second Milking 	37.23± 11.62 	18.49 ± 7.65 0.60 ± 0.21 
(111) 
CHAPTER SIX 
Chemical Profile of Regenerated Scorpion (Parabuthus transvaalicus Venom in 
Relation to Metabolic Cost and Toxicity 
Abstract 
To date, information on the ability of scorpions to regenerate their venom remains 
incomplete. In this study of the Buthid scorpion Parabuthus transvaalicus, we examined 
the chemical profile of regenerated venom in relation to its metabolic cost and toxicity. 
Using a closed-system respirometer, we examined the difference in oxygen consumption 
between milked and unmilked scorpions to determine the metabolic costs associated with 
the first 192 h of subsequent venom synthesis. Milked scorpions had a significantly 
(21%) higher mean metabolic rate than unmilked scorpions, with the largest peaks in 
oxygen consumption occurring around 120 h, 162 h, and 186 h post milking. Lethality 
tests in crickets indicated that toxicity (killing effectiveness) of the regenerated venom 
returned to normal levels within 4 d after milking. However, the chemical profile of the 
regenerated venom, as evaluated by protein assay, FPLC, and MALDI-TOF mass 
spectrometry, suggested that regeneration of different venom components was 
asynchronous, with some peptides requiring much or all this time period for regeneration. 
This asynchrony could explain the different spikes detected in oxygen consumption of 
milked scorpions as various peptides and other venom components were resynthesized. 
These observations confirm the relatively high metabolic cost of venom regeneration and 
support the venom-metering hypothesis of judicious stinger use and venom expenditure. 
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Introduction 
Scorpions use their venom to immobilize prey items and defend themselves 
against aggressors. Their venom is a cocktail of water, salts, small molecules, peptides, 
and proteins (Ziotkin et al., 1978; Yahel-Niv and Ziotkin, 1979; Simard and Watt, 1990). 
The venom composition of many scorpion species has been characterized, with peptides 
having the greatest biological effects on target organisms. Scorpion venom toxicity has 
been shown to be specific for invertebrates, vertebrates, or both (Possani et al., 1999; 
Inceoglu et al., 2001). Among the peptides present in venom, the short-chain neurotoxins 
(SCNs) act on potassium and chloride channels, whereas the long-chain neurotoxins 
(LCNs) mostly act on sodium channels (Possani et al., 1999; Del la Vega and Possani, 
2004, 2005; Du Plessis et at., 2008). 
Recent work revealed that venom regeneration in scorpions is an expensive 
metabolic investment (Nisani et al., 2006), which provides fluffier insight on why 
scorpions appear to be judicious in their stinger use (Rein, 1993; see also Chapter 3). 
Biosynthesis of proteins and peptides seems to be slower than regeneration of the total 
venom. Emptied scorpion glands were able to regenerate venom volume in 72 h, whereas 
protein concentration remained diluted (Nisani et al., 2006). A similar pattern of venom 
regeneration was documented in the spider Cupiennius salei (Boeve et al., 1995), for 
which the protein concentration of newly regenerated venom was significantly lower and 
the concentration of free amino acids significantly higher than that obtained from the 
initial milking. 
Venom gland morphology in scorpions has a generalized scheme across taxa, with 
the main differences occurring in the presence or absence of folds in the secretory 
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epithelium, if present (Pawlowsky, 1924; Mazurkiewicz and Bertke, 1972). The lumen 
of the venom gland likely, serves as an extracellular storage site for venom. The abundant 
membrane-bound vesicles within the lumen segregate the morphologically different 
secretory products that are presumably mixed during injection (Mazurkiewicz and 
Bertke, 1972). Kovoor (1973) demonstrated that the venom gland of the scorpion 
Buthotus judacius consists of series of three lobes that differ in morphology and 
histochemistry. Some of the lobes contain only acidic mucosubstances, whereas others • 
contain acidic and protein products combined, or mainly protein. 
Zlotkin and Shulov (1069) reported that the appearance of venom collected from a 
series of successive stings by Leiurus quinquestriatus changed from a transparent to an 
opalescent to a milky viscous secretion, with the opalescent protein having the highest 
total and specific toxicity (Yahel-Niv and Zlotkin, 1979). Studies conducted on 
Parabuthus transvaalicus found that this scorpion possesses two types of secretion: 
"prevenom" and "venom" (inceogiu et al., 2003). The prevenom primarily contains a 
high concentration of K+ salt and several peptides that elicit significant pain and toxicity, 
whereas venom is mostly protein with physiological levels of K+ salt. More recent work 
suggests a continuum between prevenom and venom, with scorpions delivering a variable 
number of defensive stings in succession having clear (prevenom), opalescent (mixed), or 
milky (venom) secretion (Chapter 3). Scorpions may, for example, issue several stings 
with prevenom under low threat and deliver venom with every sting under high threat. 
To date, no one has investigated the chemical profile of regenerated scorpion 
venom in relation to toxicity and metabolic cost. Thus, the aim of this study was to 
investigate the biochemical profile and quality of venom regenerated over time in relation 
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to oxygen consumption in P. transvaalicus . Understanding the rates of regeneration for 
various components can shed light on why scorpions appear to optimize venom 
expenditure. To accomplish these goals, we analyzed the biochemical profile of 
regenerating venom using FPLC and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. We measured 
changes in toxicity via bioassay of crickets, and recorded oxygen consumption for 8 d in 
a closed-system respirometer. 
Materials and Methods 
Animals 
Ten adult female P. transvaalicus scorpions, ranging in weight from 5.10 to 8.75 
g, were purchased from Glades Herp, Inc. (Bushnell, Florida, USA) and Hatari 
Invertebrates (Portal, Arizona, USA). Scorpions were housed in clear plastic containers 
measuring 35 16 X  11 cm (L X  W X H) with sand substrate. They were kept at 25 ± 
1°C under a 12:12 light-dark cycle and fed one cricket per week. Prior to testing, 
scorpions were fasted for 7 d. None of the female scorpions were gravid. 
Venom Collection 
Scorpions were milked by having them sting a parafilm-covered microcentrifuge 
tube (1 ml). This was done by securing the telson with forceps, forcing the aculeus 
(stinger) to penetrate the parafilm, and then repeatedly pushing the vesicle against the 
• parafilm without withdrawing the aculeus until no further venom was secreted from the 
aculeus. We refrained from using electrostimulation since this method may unduly stress 
the scorpions, so much so that it may cause premature death to the animal (Berea, per. 
• comm.; ZN, unpublished data. Venom released with this technique presumably 
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represents defensive venom expenditure rather than predatory stinging. We measured the 
quantity of expended venom using a sterile, calibrated microcapillary pipette, then 
transferred the sample into a separate microcentrifuge tube containing 5 ml of distilled 
water. This preparation was frozen at -10°C and stored for further analysis. 
Subsequent to forced milking, randomly selected scorpions were milked again at 
the following time intervals: 2 d (n = 2), 4 d (n = 3), 6 d (n = 3), and 8 d (n = 2). The 
regenerated venom collected was measured and treated the same as initial venom. 
Oxygen Consumption 
The closed-system respirometer, data collection methods, and computations were 
described previously (Nisani et al., 2007). Three scorpions w. ere selected for this part of 
the study, with each tested once under each of two different treatments: milked and 
unmilked. We randomized the treatment order for each scorpion, with 21 d separating 
the two trials. Oxygen consumption in each treatment was measured for 8 d, with 
readings logged every 1 h. 
Bioassay 
To assess the biological activity of venom we injected 2 tl of dilute venom (0.2 
dilutions in insect ringer solution) intrathoracically between the second and third pair of 
legs of each cricket (112 ±12 mg; mean weight ± SD). None of the control crickets (n =-
30) that were injected with 2 111 of insect ringer solution were effected after 24 h. 
Injections were performed using 5 pl. Hamilton syringe, in order to assess the effects of 
regenerating venom, 30 crickets (total 150) were injected with venom samples collected 
on day 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. 
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At 24 h following injection, the state of each cricket kept at 25°C was recorded 
using the criteria of Boeve et al. (1995). We considered state to be normal (normal 
crawling and capable of self-righting when placed on back), immobilized (incapable of 
self-righting, but retaining rapid leg movements), or paralyzed/killed (incapable of self-
righting, very slow movements, or motionless). Paralysis was indistinguishable from 
death. 
Reagents 
The insect Ringer's solution (pH = 7.05) contained 112 mM NaC1, 2 mM KO, 2 
mM CaCl2, and 10 mM HEPES. The followingibuffers were used: Buffer A (2% ACN, 
98% F120, 0.065% TFA) and Buffer B (80% ACN, 2% H20, 0.05% TFA). 
FPLC Analysis 
The venom samples collected (see Venom Collection section) were spun at 
10,000 rpms for 5-6 min to remove particulates prior to injections. Due to small volume, 
venom samples for day-2 were pooled. Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) was 
done on a Source 15RPC ST 4.6/100 Column using Amersham Biosciences AKTA 
FPLC. The column had a particle size of 15 µ,m, bed volume of 1.66 ml and flow rate of 
0.5 ml/min. The column was equilibrated and eluted with Buffer A at a flow rate of 2 
ml/min. All venom samples were diluted to 0.025 (5 p1 sample in 195 Ill Buffer A). The 
loading was done by injecting 100 p1 of diluted sample and eluting with a liner gradient 
of Buffer B (0-75 mM) starting at 10 ml of elution. The active fractions of the venom 
standard sample were collected and further .analyzed by MAI„DI-TOF mass spectrometry. 
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To establish an FPLC profile of the venom, one scorpion was milked 21 d prior to 
the start of this experiment. The venom sample was stored at -10°C in 200 µ,1 of Buffer A 
solution. 
MALDI-TOF Analysis 
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF) was performed on selected fractions collected from initial FPLC analysis 
of venom, using an Autoflex instrument (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, Massachusetts, 
USA). The venom samples (1111) were loaded on the Polished Steel MALDI plate with 
1µ1 a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (a-CHCA, Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) or 
3,5-dimethy1-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic acid - SA, Aldrich) followed by air 
drying. The instrument was calibrated using Angiotensin II (MW 1047.20 Da), 
Somatostatin 28 (MW 3149.61 Da), Insulin (MW 5734 Da), Myoglobin (MW 8475.70 
Da), and Cytochrome C [M + 21-1]2+ (MW 6181.05 Da). All mass spectra were recorded 
with two reference peptides as internal standards using a two-point calibration. The 
errors to the masses of the spectra were within the 0.05% range. All spectra were 
recorded in the m/z range 1000-15000 using accelerating grid and guide wire potentials of 
20000, 19000 and 1000 Vs, respectively and 400 ns delayed extraction setting. 
Data Analysis 
A paired t-test was used to compare the metabolic rate of milked and unmilked 
scorpions after 72 h (Zar, 1999). Linear regression analysis was utilized to analyze the 
differences in quantity of venom regenerated over the 8 d period post initial milking (Zar, 
1999). Finally, a Chi-square ( ) test was used to assess the results of the venom toxicity 
bioassay (Zar, 1999). All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 11.5 (SPSS Inc., 
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Chicago, Illinois, USA), with alpha set at 0.05. Data were screened when appropriate to 
assure that parametric assumptions were met. 
Results 
Oxygen Consumption 
Milked scorpions had a higher (21%) mean metabolic rate than unmilked 
scorpions for the duration of the study (respective means ± 1 S.E. = 35.64 ± 1.05 and 
25.98 ± 2.02 1.1102.g-1-111). This difference, with .N = 3, was not significant (paired t-test, 
t = 3.14, df = 2,p = 0.088), but the effect size was substantial (Cohen's d = 3.46; c.f. 
Cohen, 1988). The largest peak in oxygen consumption relative to controls, and taking 
variance into consideration, occurred at 120 h, followed by smaller peaks at 162 h and 
186 h (Figure 6-1; variance not shown). 
Bioassay 
After milking the scorpions and emptying the glands, the volume of venom 
regenerated clearly increased over the subsequent 8 d period (linear regression: percent 
venom volume regenerated = 0.046 [days] + 0.595; t = 2.47, r2 = 0.361, p = 0.039, N = 
10; Figure 6-2). Given the limited sample size, we could not ascertain with confidence 
when venom regeneration was complete (reaching asymptote), though it certainly was by 
day 8. Venom toxicity differed among the five venom samples collected over the 8-d 
period ()? = 86.45, df = 8, p < 0.001, Cramer's V = 0.54; Figure 6-3). Compared to the 
initial milking on day 0, toxicity was clearly reduced on day 2 (x2 = 36.61, df =2, p < 
0.001, Phi = 0.78), with the majority of crickets injected (76%) showing no effects of 
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envenomation. However, toxicity returned to initial levels by day 4 and remained equally 
toxic thereafter (p values > 0.77). 
FPLC Analysis 
Results of the FPLC are shown in Figure 6-4 and summarized in Table 6-1. Five 
of 20 fractions collected (Figure 6-4) were biologically active (Table 6-1), as determined 
by MALDI-TOF (see below), containing peptides corresponding to previously identified 
peptides in P. transvaalicus venom (Table 6-1; inceoglu et al., 2003). These fractions 
were tracked from FPLC analyses conducted on venoms from different regeneration days 
and standardized (Figure 6-5a through e). Fractions 6 (parabutoxins) and 17 (25 KDa 
peptide group) appeared to be completely regenerated by day 4 (Figures 6-5a and 6-5e), 
and fraction 12 (alpha toxin) by day 6 (Figure 6-5c). Fractions 11 (six identified toxins; 
Table 6-1) and 14 (parakinins) possibly required the full 8-d period for regeneration 
(Figure 6-5b & d). 
MALDI-TOF Analysis 
The mass spectrum of P. transvaalicus venom standard (initial milking) is shown 
in Figure 6-6. The peaks seemed to cluster in two main groups separated by an m/z range 
in which no peptides occurred. The two main clusters were observed around the 6 kDa 
and 7 kDa peaks, consistent with prior work (Dyason et al., 2002). 
Figure 6-7 (a-e) shows the mass spectra of the five fractions that were biologically 
active. Fraction 6 (parabutoxins) showed peaks in the 4 kDa range, fraction 11 (six 
identified toxins; Table 6-1) had two clusters similar to venom standard, fraction 12 
(alpha toxin) showed peptides only in the 7 kDa range, and fractions 14 (parakinins) and 
17 (25 KDa peptide group) had peaks in the smallest (800 Da) and largest (25 kDa) 
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ranges, respectably. These molecular weights are summarized in Table 6-1, as matched to 
the FPLC fractions, time to regeneration, and previously identified toxins. 
Discussion 
In the present work, the synthesis of Parabuthus transvaalicus venom peptides 
after initiation of a new venom regeneration cycle appears to be asynchronous. The 
process of biosynthesis appears to be slower than venom volume regeneration. The 
newly regenerated venom at day 2, when volume was 75% replenished, was not as toxic 
as the initial venom, but lethality of the regenerated venom, in terms of killing 
effectiveness in crickets, was complete by day 4, when volume was 83% replenished. 
Venom regeneration in this scorpion appeared to be much more rapid than in the spider 
Cupiennius salei (Boeve et al., 1995). When newly regenerated spider venom was 
compared with older venom, the rate of protein synthesis lagged behind the volume of 
venom regenerated, as the new venom did not regain its initial toxicity, based on a similar 
cricket assay, for more than two weeks (Boeve et al., 1995). The toxicity assays in our 
study and that of Boeve et al. (1995) involved crickets. Toxicity assays involving 
mammals (e.g., mice) might have yielded very different results (Inceogiu et al., 2003). 
The venom of P. transvaalicus contains fewer than 100 major peptides, and thus 
• is considered to be a relatively simple venom compared to other scorpion venoms 
(Possani et al., 1999). This venom exhibits high specificity toward both insects and 
mammals (Inceoght et al., 2001). This dual specificity could be attributed to a diet that 
presumably, consists largely of insects (Polis, 1979) and the susceptibility of these large 
scorpions to mammalian predators (i.e., they offer a high caloric yield as prey). 
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The ecological implications of this asynchronous regeneration of venom 
components are severalfold. It is apparent that some of the venom constituents, such as 
parabutoxins (fraction 6), are rapidly re-synthesized. Indeed, we found that the 
parabutoxins were largely replenished by day 4, by which time toxicity of the venom had 
returned to baseline. The parabutoxins are found in the prevenom of these scorpions, and 
studies have shown that prevenom is very effective in paralyzing insect prey and 
inflicting pain in mammals (Inceoglu et al., 2003). One implication of having prevenom 
is that it allows these scorpions to conserve metabolically expensive venom that is high in 
protein, using it only as higher levels of stimulation require (Chapter 3). Venom 
regeneration is a metabolically expensive process (McCue, 2006; Nisani et al., 2007); 
thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these scorpions have adaptive means for venom 
conservation. The capacity to rapidly regenerate the relatively simple parabutoxins 
provides these scorpions with potential venom to capture prey and deter mammalian 
predators, thereby avoiding the ecological costs associated with venom depletion (Hayes .  
et al., 2002). Some prey may even be procured without the need for venom. Large 
scorpions, such as P. transvaalicus, generally depend on their pinchers in capturing and 
subduing their prey, and only use the stinger if the prey is difficult to handle (Cushing 
and Matherne, 1980; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993) 
The physiological implications of asynchronous regeneration of venom 
components are also apparent. Scorpion toxins have the ability to effectively target 
sodium, potassium, and chloride channels (Possani et A, 1999; Del la Vega and Possani, 
2004, 2005; Du Plessis et al., 2008). The different peptides responsible for targeting 
these different channels are relatively well studied and classified. Inceoglu and his 
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colleagues (2003) developed a chemical profile of these toxins in P. transvaalicus. In the 
current study, we were able to track the synthesis of these peptides during regeneration 
(Figure 6-5 a through e). Although fractions 6 (parabutoxins) and 17 (25 KDa peptide 
group), which are major components of prevenom (Inceogiu et al., 2003), appeared to be 
completely regenerated by day 4, fractions 12 (alpha toxin), 11 (six identified toxins), and 
14 (parakinins) required additional time to regenerate, and presumably contributed to the 
high peak of energetic cost on day 5. Of the latter group, fraction 14 (parakinins) appears 
to be a major component of prevenom rather than venom (Inceogiu et al., 2003). 
Not all of the metabolic costs detected in this study can be attributed to protein 
synthesis. Studies of other venomous animals, such as snakes, suggest that the relatively 
high metabolic cost of venom regeneration may reflect both the indirect costs of 
catabolizing and mobilizing endogenous materials, and the direct costs of secretion up-
regulation (c.f., Secor et al., 1994), synthesis of complex components (Bdolah, 1979), and 
secretion of toxic components into extracellular compartments (Mackessy, 1991). 
Furthermore, studies have shown that the granular material within the epithelial cells of 
scorpion venom gland disappears after venom ejection, and could take some time for 
them to appear normal again (Kovoor, 1973; Farley, 1999). Thus, there are multiple 
costs that could potentially contribute to the fluctuations in metabolic rate that we have 
documented for scorpions regenerating their venom. 
By examing a scorpion that produces a toxic secretion of varying composition 
(Inceoglu et al., 2003) and uses different components depending on context (e.g., threat 
level and stinging vs. squirting; Chapters 3 and 4), this study demonstrates not only the 
high metabolic cost of venom production, but also the correspondence between venom 
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complexity and energy demand. Clearly, this scorpion can feed and defend itself with the 
relatively simple prevenom, which apparently can be regenerated quickly and with 
relatively low metabolic cost. However, the more complex venom of this scorpion 
clearly requires additional time to regenerate and demands greater energetic costs to 
replenish it. Thus, we are able to establish that greater venom complexity corresponds to 
higher energetic costs of replacement. 
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Figure 6-1: Mean metabolic rate Oil 021-1.111) for milked (1) and unmilked (+) 








Figure 6-2: Percentage of venom regenerated in relation to the initial amount of 

















Figure 6-3: Prey status after injection of 0.2 dilution of P. transvaalicus venom milked at 
day 0 and again at 2,4, 6, and 8 days following initial milking. Prey status: no effect 
(black bar), immobilized (hatched bar), or paralyzed/killed (white bar) within 24 h (N = 
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Figure 6-4: FPLC profile of P. transvaalicus venom standard (initial milking) eluted with• 
continuous gradient of Buffer B starting at 10 ml. The biologically active fractions are 
numbered, and these are described in Table 6-1. 
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Table 6-1: Summary of FPLC and MALDI-TOF analyses. Standardized FPLC fractions 
were examined across the 8-d venom regeneration period to estimate time for fraction 
regeneration. Size class was determined by MALDI-TOF. 




6 	4000 	4 	 Parabutoxins 
11 6000-7000 8+ Birtoxin, Ikitoxin, Dortoxin 
Bestoxin, Altitoxin, Alpha toxin 
12 	7000 	6 	 Alpha toxin 
14 800-900 8+ Parakinins 
17 	25000 	4 	 25 KDa group 




















































Figure 6-5a: Standardized peak heights (dashed line) and areas (solid line) of P. 
transvaalicus venom profile on FPLC for fraction 6 (parabutoxins). N =2'(2 d & 8 d), N 
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Figure 6-5b: Standardized peak heights (dashed line) and areas (solid line) of P. 
transvaalicus venom profile on FPLC for fraction 11 (birtoxin, ikitoxin, dortoxin 
• bestoxin, altitoxin, alpha toxin). N = 2 (2 d & 8 d), N = 3 (4 d & 6 d) for each 

































Figure 6-5c: Standardized peak heights (dashed line) and areas (solid line) of P. 
transvaalicus venom profile on FPLC for fraction 12 (alpha toxin). N =2 (2 d & 8 d), N 







































Figure 6-5d: Standardized peak heights (dashed line) and areas (solid line) of P. 
• transvaalicus venom profile on FPLC for fraction 14 (parAkinins). N =2 (2 d & 8 d), N 












































   











Figure 6-5e: Standardized peak heights (dashed line) and areas (solid line) of P. 
transvaalicus venom profile on FPLC for fraction 17 (25 KDa group). N = 2 (2 d & 8 d 
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Figure 6-7(a — e): MALDI-TOF mass spectra of selected P. transvaalicus venom 




The purpose of this dissertation was to characterize whether or not Parabuthus 
transvaalicus scorpions control their venom expenditure. Four related studies were 
conducted to evaluate certain factors which might influence venom expenditure. The 
first two studies (Chapters 3 and 4) examined defensive venom expenditure of these 
scorpions, while the last two studies (Chapters 5 and 6) examined the metabolic and 
biochemical aspects of venom regeneration. 
Despite considerable interest in issues of human scorpionism and treatment, there 
are no studies out there that examined the amount of venom expended by scorpions 
during defensive stinging. An important factor that may influence the quantity of venom 
expanded is the level of perceived threat. Chapter 3 confirmed that scorpions expand 
considerably more venom under high threat (1.38 ± 0.15 pi) than low threat (0.62 ± 0.07 
[1.1) condition. Indeed, the increase in amount of venom injected goes up as threat 
persists. In contrast, the amount of venom expanded under low threat conditions 
consistently remains lower than venom expanded under high threat condition (Figure 3-
1). The change in the profile, hence the chemistry, of venom expanded during multiple 
stings, has important ecological implications. When the data in the defensive stinging 
study (Chapter 3) are considered from the point of view of scorpion, it is seems evident 
that the first clear venom (prevenom) secretion should satisfy the scorpions' need in 
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nature. The prevenom portion of these scorpions has been shown to contain a high 
combination of K± salt and some peptides that block rectifying IC channels and elicit a 
significant pain and toxicity due to massive depolarization in mammalian model 
(Inceoglu et at, 2003). Thus, serving an important biological role in deterring 
mammalian, and possibly avian, predators. 
Many animals employ chemical spraying behavior as a defensive response. 
Among arachnids some members of the Parabuthus genus are unique in that they possess 
the capability to squirt (spray) their venom. The aims of Chapter 4 were to assess the 
ability of P. transvaalicus to regulate venom squirting under different threat levels and to 
describe the profile of the expelled venom by measuring the duration, velocity, and 
direction of venom expulsion from video recordings of venom squirting. The data seem 
to support the view that this scorpion deliberately uses venom spraying for defense 
against predators (Figure 4-1). Scorpions were significantly more likely to spray venom 
when direct contact was accompanied by airborne stimuli than contact alone. 
Here, I argue that the combination of direct contact and airborne tactile stimuli 
represent significant threat from a predator that may be deterred by ejecting one or 
several sprays of sufficient trajectory and volume to contact the predator's eyes. These 
findings suggest that scorpions possibly optimize venom delivery when squirting in two - 
ways. First, the scorpions are judicious in whether or not they squirt venom, and do so 
only as a measure of last resort. By squirting venom only when the tail is grasped by the 
predator, a point of eminent disarmament if the metasoma is broken off, the scorpion 
conserves its venom (unless preceded by stings) until it can maximize deployment 
effectiveness, delivering it in close proximity to the predator's sensitive tissues (the eyes 
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and nose). The scorpions are more inclined to rely on squirting when additive stimuli 
(both contact and airborne) confirm the proximity and relative threat of the predator. 
These finding contradict the prevailing view that venom squirting by P. 
transvaalicus is not an intentional response and is nothing more than reflex response 
(Newlands, 1969; 1974). The adaptive significance of controlling venom release is 
supported by the venom optimization hypothesis. 
Optimality theory has been applied successfully to a wide range of biological 
problems, including those associated with foraging, reproduction, social behavior, 
communication, and even molecular and physiological function (e.g., Stephens and 
Krebs, 1986; Orzack and Sober, 2001; Todorov, 2004; Goodarzi et al., 2005). These 
studies assume and often demonstrate that animals or specific properties thereof, evolve 
via natural selection to become more efficient. As an effective, though sometimes 
controversial approach for demonstrating adaptation (Orzack and Sober, 2001), 
optimality studies frequently help us better understand the ultimate cause(s) and 
function(s) of a trait in question. Most animals must make decisions about foraging. 
Because procuring energy is essential for survival and reproduction, natural selection 
ensures that animals become adept at acquiring resources. In essence, animals seek to. 
maximize energy intake while minimizing costs of procurement, ultimately increasing 
their lifetime reproductive success (fitness). Scorpions by metering their venom 
expenditure during defensive stinging and squirting are no exception. The results of 
Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate that P. transvaalicus are capable of predator risk (or threat) 
assessment, allowing them to choose an appropriate response once the nature of a specific 
threat is identified. This ability to regulate venom expenditure is in compliance with 
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venom-metering (Hayes et al., 2002; Hayes, 2008) or venom-optimization (Wigger et al., 
2002) hypotheses. 
Many studies utilizing other models have shown that venomous animals optimize 
the amount of venom they expand (see Table 2-3). The findings of these studies and• 
along with my findings in Chapters 3 and 4 shed further light why scorpion defensive 
venom expenditure should and is optimized. This optimization not only applies to the 
volume of venom injected, but also the type of venom delivered. However, I can not 
conclusively surmise that the type of venom expanded is directly under the behavioral 
control. This idea requires further studies based on microscopic examination of secretory 
products in venom glands at different stages of injection, along with more specific 
immuno-histological staining techniques and detailed electron microscopy. 
In Chapter 5, I examined the metabolic cost associated with venom regeneration 
by measuring the oxygen consumption of P. transvaalicus in a closed-system 
respirometer. Scorpions that had their venom glands emptied had a significantly (39%) 
higher metabolic rate (50.29 IA 02.g-1 -1) than control scorpions (36.12 111 
(Figure 5-1). To date, this was the first study that examined the metabolic rate associated 
with venom regeneration in any Arachnid. This finding was similar to the only other 
study out there that examined cost of venom regeneration in snakes (McCue, 2006). 
McCue (2006) had shown that North American pitviper snakes completely milked of 
their venom had a 10% increase in their resting metabolic rate during the first 72 h of 
venom regeneration, and this metabolic increase was an order of magnitude greater than 
metabolic costs associated with producing an identical mass of body tissue. 
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These finding could shed further light on why scorpions are judicious in their 
stinger utilization (Bub and Bowerman, 1979; Casper, 1985; Rein, 1993). Rein (1993), 
for example, demonstrated that Parabuthus liosoma and P. pallidus used their stinger 
only if the prey item was difficult to handle. Large larvae of the Yellow Mealworm 
Beetle, Tenebrio molitor, were stung more often than smaller larvae (which were often 
•not stung), presumably because the larger larvae struggled more intensely. 
Furthermore, I investigated whether the protein content of initially milked venom 
differed significantly from the venom regenerated after 72 h. The regenerated venom had 
significantly lower (74%) protein concentration, suggesting that venom regeneration was 
incomplete after 72 h, and the protein content in the regenerated venom was not 
correlated with oxygen consumption. Boeve et al. (1995) demonstrated similar finding in 
the newly-regenerated venom of the spider, Cupiennius salei. 
The need for biochemically efficient venom could explain the lack of surface 
activity reported in post-ingestive scorpions. In field enclosures, desert grassland 
scorpions, Paruroctonus utahensis, returned to the surface, an average of 20.3 days 
following meal consumption, a period of time far exceeding that required to digest their 
meals (Bradley, 1982). Since the digestive pause was not shown to be a possible 
explanation for this long, post-feeding interruption of surface activity, it may be • 
reasonable to suggest that this surface time minimization might be a response to 
predation risk (Bradley, 1982). The danger of cannibalism, along with predation, plays 
an important role in controlling scorpion activity patterns (Polis, 1980). The biosynthesis 
of protein in venom seems to be slower than regeneration of total venom volume (Boeve 
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et al., 1995). Therefore, the apparent time minimization could be due to the time required 
to produce venom lethal enough to protect the scorpion from predators. 
Since venom regeneration after 72 h seems to be incomplete from biochemical 
prospective, in Chapter 6, I investigated the difference in metabolic rate of milked and 
unmilked scorpions over a longer time period (192 h). Furthermore, the chemical profile 
of the regenerated venom over time was analyzed using FPLC and MALDI-TOF mass 
spectrometry, along with a toxicity bioassay of the regenerated venom for different days. 
As expected milked scorpions had a significantly (21%) higher mean metabolic rate than 
unmilked scorpions with the largest peak in oxygen consumption occurring around 120 h, 
144 h and 192 h post milking (Figure 6-1). Since biochemical analyses revealed that 
different components of venom seem to regenerate at different time intervals (Table 6-1), 
this asynchrony in venom regeneration could explain the observed spikes in oxygen 
consumption. However, the data shows that the toxicity of the regenerated venom seems 
to return to "normal" levels in about 4 days post milking (Figure 6-3). 
It is apparent that some of the venom constituents, such as parabutoxins, are 
rapidly re-synthesized (Figure 6-6a). The parabutoxins are found in the prevenom of 
these scorpions, and studies have shown that prevenom is very effective in paralyzing 
insect prey and inflicting pain in mammals (Inceogiu et al., 2003). One implication of 
having prevenom is that it allows these scorpions to conserve metabolically expensive 
venom that is high in protein. Also, being able to rapidly regenerate the relatively simple 
parabutoxins provides these scorpions with potential venom to capture prey and deter 
mammalian predators. 
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It is clear from these studies that Parabuthus transvaalicus scorpions utilize a 
variety of stimuli as a mechanism of controlling their venom expenditure. •But, are these 
mechanisms actually beneficial to the scorpions? Are they adaptations to the 
environment in which they live? These scorpions live in some of the most arid regions of 
the world. For example, the African species of Parabuthus are found in arid that receive 
less than 600 mm of annual rainfall (Newlands, 1978; Prendini, 2004). Therefore, if we 
consider how few meals a scorpion consumes, it is crucial that a scorpion be successful as 
often a possible with the limited opportunities that it has. This success is related to the 
potency and availability of venom in its glands. 
Scorpions are important component of some desert and other ecosystems (Polis et 
al., 1981). Because of their large size, the scorpions of the Parabuthus genus are 
potentially at risk from predation by many animals. The scorpions belonging to this 
group are normally found under rocks, pieces of wood or surface litter; though sometimes 
they will dig a shallow scrap for themselves, using their front two pair of legs 
(Alexander, 1959; Hadley, 1974). Defensively this leaves them exposed to predators, 
however thanks to the strength of their venom, a buthids sting is a good defense against 
many potential predators. But, due to cost associated with venom regeneration, these 
scorpions must be judicious in amount of venom they expand defensively and predatorily 
for that matter. 
There are reasons wily scorpions should be judicious when deploying their venom 
reserves during defensive sting. It has been documented that venom regeneration and 
storage has some kind of metabolic cost associated with it (Nisani et al., 2007). 
Moreover, it may be disadvantageous for a scorpion to have a depleted supply of venom. 
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A scorpion with insufficient venom may be unable defend itself from against attack until 
its supply of venom has been at least partially restored. When P. transvaalicus venom 
gland are completely emptied, it usually takes 3 days for the venom volume to return to 
pre-extraction level but another. 5 days and needed for the venom to regenerate almost all 
of its essential (i.e. peptides) components (see Chapter 6). Thus, it would be beneficial 
for scorpions to meter their venom supplies. 
In conclusion, this dissertation characterizes how metabolic and biochemical 
profile of venom regeneration influence how Parabuthus transvaalicus allocate their 
venom supplies, thus providing evidence that this species has evolved adaptive strategies 
which likely enhance defensive envenomation that leads to their survival. Collectively, 
these studies add to a growing body of literature documenting the mechanisms, adaptive 
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